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This thesis describes research to implement a Bayesian belief network based

expert system to solve a real-world diagnostic problem troubleshooting integrated

circuit (IC) testing machines. Several models of the IC tester diagnostic problem

were developed in belief networks, and one of these models was implemented

using Symbolic Probabilistic Inference (SPI). The difficulties and advantages

encountered in the process are described in this thesis.

It was observed that modelling with interdependencies in belief networks

simplified the knowledge engineering task for the IC tester diagnosis problem, by

avoiding procedural knowledge and sticking just to diagnostic component's

interdependencies. Several general model frameworks evolved through knowledge

engineering to capture diagnostic expertise that facilitated expanding and modifying

the networks. However, model implementation was restricted to a small portion of

the modelling contact resistance failures because evaluation of the probability
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distributions could not be made fast enough to expand the code to a complete

model with real-time diagnosis. Further research is recommended to create new

methods, or refine existing methods, to speed evaluation of the models created in

this research. If this can be done, more complete diagnosis can be achieved.
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APPLICATION OF A BAYESIAN NETWORK TO
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TESTER DIAGNOSIS

INTRODUCTION

Diagnosis of technical equipment with the aid of an expert system is coming

of age in a society that is using constantly evolving, sophisticated electronic tools.

This research explores using Bayesian Belief Networks to develop an expert system

to assist diagnosis of one of these complex tools. Bayesian Belief Networks are a

recently developed artificial intelligence technology with limited implementation

mostly in medical fields. This research is original in applying belief networks to

an engineering machine diagnostic domain. Hewlett Packard Company (HP)

provided an excellent machine diagnostic problem to explore this approach to

expert system design diagnosis of integrated circuit (IC) tester machines.

IC's are tested several times during their manufacture. They are tested in

wafer form and also after each individual IC has been cut from the wafer. During

IC wafer testing, IC testers mark with ink die (individual IC s on a wafer) that fail

during testing. If many die fail on a wafer there are two possible reasons for these

failures the ICs are bad or the tester is not functioning properly. This can be

resolved by diagnosing the IC tester machine. Diagnosing the IC tester in this

situation is the diagnostic problem being addressed in this research. IC Tester
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diagnosis is a particularly worthy problem to test belief networks, because tester

diagnosis is both costly and difficult.

IC testers are a capital investment of several million dollars per machine,

yet they start to become obsolete as soon as they are put on-line. HP keeps these

machines operational 24 hours a day to maximize return on their investment.

Testing machine downtime is inevitable during that time, but is costly. Improving

the diagnostic process with a belief network expert system would help to reduce

this downtime cost.

Not only are IC testers costly to diagnose, but the testers are complex as

well. HP's test group in Corvallis, Oregon runs a number of vintages of these

machines, which adds to the diagnostic complexity. HP employees doing diagnosis

work 12 hour shifts. There is naturally some variation in diagnostic practice of a

complex machine and the long shifts tend to exaggerate this condition. This

variation is caused by differences in employee expertise and is magnified by the

fatigue factor. An example where this variability can cause a problem is if it

results in too general of a diagnostic test being selected. An unnecessarily general

test will waste time and money, by keeping the tester machine off-line more than is

needed. An advantage of a belief network based expert system is the ability to

recommend investigating smaller time investment diagnostic paths first, rather than

running costly general diagnostic tests.
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Diagnostic problems, like this IC tester problem, are typically represented

procedurally and implemented in a rule-based format. Rule-based expert systems

have been used for a variety of diagnostic problems from diagnosis of automobile

engines to diagnosis of medical diseases. A disadvantage of rule based expert

systems is that all solution paths must be explicitly mapped. This requires the

knowledge engineer to recognize every conceivable diagnostic path in order for the

rule base to be complete and robust.

Using a Bayesian approach is advantageous because it does not require all

of the diagnostic solution paths to be mapped explicitly. The next best diagnostic

step in a belief network expert system can be made by evaluating a system model.

This should result in a more robust diagnostic system than a rule based expert

system, which is only as robust as the resolution and completeness of the

diagnostic paths generated.

The development of this expert system was begun by using a belief network

as a system model and a parametric table as a state model to recommend operator

diagnostic and repair actions for a specific type of failure condition contact

resistance. This was accomplished in 4 steps: (1) by accumulating expert opinion

as to diagnostic procedure, (2) by creating a model of the system being diagnosed

in a belief network, (3) by encoding this information and related probabilities, and

(4) by developing a shell to drive the diagnosis.
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Concurrent to this work with contact resistance diagnosis, expert opinion

was accumulated and modelling initiated on functional failure diagnosis.

Functional failure diagnosis is a larger aspect of the IC tester diagnostic problem.

This thesis begins by introducing the IC Tester diagnostic problem and the

design requirements. Then the theoretical background will be outlined, followed

by a description of the modelling effort. This leads into a discussion of the

implementation of the contact resistance portion of the modelling effort. Finally,

conclusions about this research effort and its future will be discussed. In the

appendix is LISP code for the belief network, the diagnostic driver, and the test for

the TCS approximation. Also in the appendix is sample diagnostic output from the

implementation.
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THE IC TESTER DIAGNOSIS PROBLEM

Diagnosis of an IC tester machine is dependent on the IC being tested, the

tester, and the test code. In this chapter the assumptions focusing the diagnostic

problem will be discussed. Then the specific tester machine and test code will be

introduced. Finally, preliminary design work for this diagnostic belief network

based expert system will be presented through bench marking and quality

functional deployment.

Assumptions

First the diagnostic problem must be focused to achievable goals. The

scope of this research isn't to solve an unreasonable problem like solving diagnosis

at HP, but on the other hand, the problem shouldn't be reduced to being trivial

either. Table 1 lists the most important assumptions that were generated early in

the research to focus the diagnostic problem.

The first two assumptions narrow the scope of the knowledge engineering

work to a single testing machine (the S15) and a single die (the 1XIC7/8).

Focusing on a single machine and die allows the modelling to be very specific.

However, to use this work with any other machine or die, effort would have to be

spent to modify the models for the new machine and die.
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1. Limit machines studied to S15 model tester.
2. Limit dies studied to the 1XK7/8 die.
3. Log only the first fail.
4. Use sequence and failed pins data only from log.
5. Address single die failures only.
6. Limit diagnostic aid to assisting operator diagnosis.
7. Allow manipulation of DC parameters.
8. Do not allow manipulation of timing.

Table 1 Assumptions

The next three assumptions (3-5) restrict the amount of failure information

from the test code output to be used by the belief network. The test code controls

the tests sent from the IC tester to the die on the wafer, monitors the results, and

outputs failure data. The test code failure output was restricted to the first failure

only, because it takes more time to output all of the failures and it is a more

complex task to diagnose based on all of the failure data. Restricting the failure

output to sequence and failed pins narrows the amount of data to be analyzed. The

sequence points to the failure point inside the test code, and the pins give

information about what pins have failed. A disadvantage of restricting the amount

of failure output is that not all of the diagnostic resources are being used.

The next three assumptions (6-8) deal with the boundary between operator

and technician roles. Limiting this effort to aiding operator diagnosis narrows the

types of diagnostic resources. The boundary between the responsibilities of these

two positions is fuzzy dependent on operator skill and technician availability.
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For the purpose of this research it is important to define this boundary in order to

establish the scope of this knowledge engineering effort.

Operators use shorted wafers and boards to short different points in the

system to set up tests. They also have the capacity to change some DC parameters

that affect testing, to try and isolate failure causes. Changing DC parameters is

usually beyond operator diagnosis. However, with the direction of an expert

system, operators can do this type of testing. Operators should not manipulate the

test code timing, though, even with the aid of an expert system, because diagnosis

timing problems is too complex of a problem to address at this point.

Beyond the scope of operator diagnosis is technician diagnosis. Technicians

use tools beyond the scope of operator diagnosis: voltmeters, the test code, and

shmoo plots. A shmoo plot is a graph of die failure regions for two tester

parameters. A technician will look at the test code and fmd out which tester

parameters change in a specific test that is failing and then try to isolate a specific

parameter that is causing the failure. The technician will then try to deduce what

is causing the failure.

So, within the scope of this belief network expert system, the operator can

be asked to fix DC test parameters and install shorted cards or wafers. Any test
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code referencing must take place internal to the belief network and technicians

must be called when a voltmeter or shmoo plot is needed.

S15 Tester

The particular tester machine chosen to be diagnosed in this project is the

S15 tester. The S15 tester is composed of five different subsystems: the timing

subsystem, which generates test periods and performs other timing functions; the

high speed subsystem, which generates the Device Under Test (DUT) test vectors;

the formatter subsystem, which directs test vector information and returning fail

data; the DC subsystem, which forces voltage or current from the Precision

Measurement Unit (PMU) and the Device Power Supply (DPS); and the Test Head

Subsystem, which brings the functional data together with the input and output

level data for presentation to the DUT (IC being tested) and for comparison with

the outputs of the DUT. Of these subsystems, only the DC Subsystem and Test

Head Subsystem have been studied in this research. Of these two, only the Test

Head Subsystem is within the domain of operator diagnostic capabilities.

Test code is the software that controls IC testing. The test code sends test

vectors to a single die (IC) on the wafer and monitors the resultant die outputs

(figure 1). A test vector is a timed array of input signals for each of the pins on a

single die. Test code is tester and wafer dependent. The S15 tester and the
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researched by HP as being

particularly useful to study and

troublesome to diagnose.
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Figure 1 Tester/Wafer Interaction

The most common causes of

test code failures and the most easily repaired problems occur in the stack of

boards, cards, and pogo blocks (figure 2) below the pin electronics (PE) in the

Test Head Subsystem. The S15

tester is connected to the DUT,

which is the wafer being tested,

through this stack of electrical

components. Figure 1 shows the test

head subsystem position as the final

connection between the tester and the

wafer. These components are all

inside the test head and can be

accessed when it is opened for

maintenance. The test head lifts off

of the tester base allowing access to

PROBEPOGO
BLOCKS

CARD

Figure 2 S15 Electrical Stackup (Test
Head Subsystem)

these components. When the test head is lifted off, the components are split

between the load board and the thick pogo blocks. The contactor board, thin pogo
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blocks, and load board are attached to the test head half of the tester. The thick

pogo blocks, probe card, and wafer are all secured to the base of the tester. These

cards, boards, and pogos interface by screws which pull the boards together.

The load board and probe card are particularly troublesome components,

because they are product dependent. This means that every time a new product

(IC) is diagnosed, the test head may have to be opened to install a new load board

and/or probe card. Opening the test head and changing cards can create problems

due to operator error contaminants, damage, or improper installation. Problems

can be created by a bad board or card being introduced to the tester as well. The

probe card tips are the last interface with the DUT. There are 192 probes that can

get dirty, bent, or broken.

Pogo blocks are another common source of problems. There are 2 sets of 4

pogo blocks with a total of 192 pogos per set. Pogos are little pins designed to

compress to allow contact to be made between boards even if they are not perfectly

level. Pogo failures are commonly caused by improper installation, loose screws,

dirty contacts, or sticky pogos.
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Test Code for S15 Tester and 1XK7/8 Die

The test code for the 1XK7/8 wafer contains a series of test points, which

are listed in table 2. A test point initializes a set of tester parameters, sends the

die a test vector, and compares the resultant output from the die against expected

output. This description is a simplification of a test point, because some test points

have several steps where parameters are set, vectors sent, and output monitored.

Each test point tests the functionality of the die differently. The continuity test

Test Point Abbreviation
1. Continuity/shorts Continuity
2. Nominal Functional Nom Func
3. Stress Functional Stress Func

Post Stress
4. High Voltage Functional HV Func
5. Low Voltage Functional LV Func
6. Leakage Leakage
7. Idd Static Idd Static

Table 2 1XK7/8 Test Points

checks to see if contact is being made between the test head and the wafer.

Nominal functional tests to see if the die will pass the functional test at normal

operating conditions. Stress functional stresses the die by increasing the voltage

levels beyond operating conditions in Stress_Func. Stress functional then sends the

nominal test vector again to see if the die has broken in Post_Stress. High Voltage
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and Low Voltage Functional test the functionality of the die at its designed voltage

limits. Leakage and Idd Static were not addressed in this research.

Each of the test points in the test code change testing operating parameters.

Input voltages, timing sequences, and load levels are examples of a few of the

parameters that are changed between test points. Table 3 summarizes the

parameters that are changed between test points. Tracking these differences

vcc vdl inputs load

levels

tests timing

acc elk all 1 all out

Continuity

NomFunc N N 0.0 0.1 Tel Til

5.0 3.3 3.3 1.4

0.2

Stress Func

Post Stress

SI Si VIII Stress 0.1 Ti2

0.2 5.0 1.4

6.5 5.0 0.1

N N

5.25 5.0

HVFune HI H2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.4 Tel Til

4.75 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4

LV_Func LI L2

Leakage

Idd Static

Table 3 Test Points that Change Tester Parameters

provides an indication of the source of failure. The left column titles list test

points. The upper row lists tester parameters that are changed between test points.
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Moving down the table follows the sequence test points are executed in. Each row

in the table shows which parameters are changed for that particular test point.

Some indication of the levels are indicated, but the details are not significant. In

some cases a parameter change that is noted is really a switch back to a condition

that already existed at a prior test point. For instance, in the Post_Stress test

point, VCC is changed back to "nom", or nominal voltage, which is a level it

already had during the Nom_Func test point. As a result, it isn't likely that VCC

being changed back to its nominal condition would cause a failure during

Post_Stress. Leakage and Idd_Static are blank because those test points weren't

addressed in this research, however they are included because they are an

important part of the test code.

Table 3 is one of the key tools technicians use to isolate potential failure

causes. For instance, if LV_Func (Low Voltage Functional) fails, VCC and VDL

are implicated as causing the failure. This is because, as shown in Table 3, VCC

and VDL are the only parameters that have new values in the LV_Func test point.

VCC and VDL are voltage input levels. If VCC and VDL having new low values

causes the failure, the cause might be too much resistance in the path or perhaps a

device power supply failing to hit its low value. Based on this information, further

testing can be done to differentiate between these possibilities. Technicians find

the information in Table 3 by delving through the test code, which is beyond the

scope of the target user, the operator. However, encoding table 3 in a belief
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network avoids the time consuming step of trying to trace through the test code and

also allows the operator to take advantage of the information.

Contact Resistance

The implementation effort of this research was spent working on solving

part of the continuity/shorts test point failures occurring in the electrical stackup of

the test head subsystem (figure 2). Continuity failures can be caused by a broken

die or by the components in the test head subsystem. Continuity failure diagnosis

is restricted to the test head by replacing the product wafer with a metalized wafer

(shorted wafer with no product die) and testing with serial contact resistance.

Serial contact resistance grounds all the pins coming from the test head but

one and forces a current through that pin. The pin with current forced through it

should make contact with the grounded pins on the metalized wafer and be

grounded. If a voltage is induced on that pin above an expected level, then there

is bad contact. Because the electrical path ends in a shorted wafer in the serial

contact resistance test, the short can be placed many places within the test head by

inserting a shorted board to isolate the point where contact fails. This test does not

allow resolution on power supplies and grounds individually, because power

supplies and grounds are shorted together on the probe card.
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Bench Marking

In the preliminary design phase of creating an IC tester diagnosis belief

network the different customers were identified, their current diagnostic methods

bench marked, and requirements for a future system were created.

Management, engineers, operators, and technicians at HP are potential

beneficiaries of this research. Operators and technicians are the two groups most

directly affected by this research, because they are most frequently involved with

IC tester diagnosis. Operators keep the testers running and do some simple

diagnosis, and technicians handle more difficult diagnostic problems as discussed in

more depth while establishing the scope in the Assumptions section.

Bench marking the methods operators and technicians currently use to guide

their diagnosis gives some insight into what would make a successful diagnostic

expert system. Some of the sources of diagnostic policy currently being used in

diagnosis are troubleshooting flow charts, an on-line standard troubleshooting log,

and common practice.

Following troubleshooting flow charts leads an operator through diagnosis

until a point is reached where a technician must be called or the tester is

completely repaired. Operators are trained to follow these flow chart procedures.
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However, when on the testing floor there isn't always time to cross-reference flow

chart procedure or the space to flip through a notebook of flow charts. Flow

charts, by the nature of a 2-D piece of paper, become more difficult to understand,

as the diagnosis becomes more comprehensive. As a result, in flow charting there

is a trade-off between completeness and understandability. Complete diagnosis

seems to be more sophisticated than what is understandable in a flow chart.

Besides using flow charts, operators can also follow the recommendations

of an on-line log system. This is a sophisticated general guide to diagnosing and

repairing failures. It accesses test results, draws conclusions based on this

information, and then retrieves a standard instruction message. It is used fairly

infrequently because of the structure of its recommendations, however. The

recommendations are general, because they work for all machines and dies, which

makes them difficult to decipher. The instructional screens are often half a page of

textual sentences. This makes it hard to remember procedural steps, to find

sequence place, and even to understand.

Diagnostic practice should be dictated by one of the two previous official

methods, either flow charts or the on-line log, but often it is dictated by common

practice. Common practice implies a decision being made based on personal

experience and opinion. Diagnosis by common practice occurs for many reasons

including official methods being difficult to access and hard to understand. An
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example of common practice might be running a time-intensive full diagnosis,

rather than investigating smaller, quicker, intermediate tests first. Diagnosis by

common practice causes diagnostic variability, which results in wasted time and

money.

Looking at the currently used sources of diagnostic practice leads to

requirements for the belief network expert system based on the needs of

technicians and operators (table 4). An expert system should present a single

recommendation at each decision point to provide an easier source of information

than flow charts. This should be considerably easier than having to find a decision

location in a notebook of flow charts. An expert system should also offer more

diagnostic depth, or robustness, than flow charts, because it doesn't have the

restriction of a 2-D piece of paper. Recognizing some of the disadvantages of the

on-line log system, the belief network expert system should avoid them. By

creating an expert system specific to a machine and die, the recommendations can

be made simpler and more specific. This will hopefully increase the chance that it

will be used. However, to use this work for other testers and die modifications

must be made. Creating an expert system should avoid the problems associated

with the last current method, common practice. A diagnostic aid should help to

narrow the variability in diagnostic process, which is resulting in lost capital

investment.
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1. The belief network expert system should be more accessible than flow charts.
2. It should have more depth of diagnostic understanding than flow charts.
3. It should be simpler than the log recommendations.
4. It should have more concise instructions than the log.
5. It should decrease diagnostic variability caused by personal opinion.

Table 4 Belief Network Requirements from Bench Marks

Quality Functional Deployment

Prior to trying to model and solve the IC tester diagnostic problem, some

continued effort was put into understanding project requirements beyond the

comparisons already made with competitive bench marks.

Cl. Simple instructions easily understood by operators
C2. Follows HP's standard message and file format practice
C3. Includes a short justification of recommendation for technician
C4. Follows good diagnostic practice (according to expert)
C5. Records log of diagnostic history
C6. Processes in real-time for real-time diagnosis
C7. Recommends calling technician if beyond scope of operator expertise
C8. Reflects technician expertise, tester history, and product history
C9. Uses datalog information
CIO. UNIX based
C 11. Expandable
C12. Updatable
C13. Documented

Table 5 Customer Requirements
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A quality functional deployment table relating qualitative customer

requirements to quantitative engineering requirements was generated to identify

design objectives and to establish means to measure them. Through discussion

with HP's domain expert (Sudyka, 93) and competitive bench marking, a list of

customer requirements (table 5) were developed.

From these customer requirements, quantifiable engineering requirements

(table 6) were developed. These requirements were developed to measure how

effectively the customer requirements were being met as the design progressed.

El. Lines per instruction in expert system recommendation
E2. Words per instruction line in expert system recommendation
E3. Percent of relevant (non-redundant) information per instruction
E4. Standard message filing protocol
E5. Percentage of recommendation that match technician's
E6. Speed of recommendation
E7. Percent of times a conclusion is reached
E8. Percent of times a successful conclusion is reached
E9. Uses datalog
E10. UNIX based
Ell. Code understandable to HP technician
E12. Creates a log

Table 6 Engineering Requirements

Some of these requirements aren't quantifiable, however, like "E10. Unix based".

In this case, the expert system is either UNIX based, or it isn't.
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A Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) table (table 7) relates the customer

requirements to the engineering requirements. The left hand column of the table

lists customer requirements. The top row of the table lists engineering

requirements. How directly related the engineering requirements are to the

customer requirements is represented numerically in the table. This gives an idea

of how effective a measure the engineering requirements are of the customer

requirements. A blank represents no relationship, "1" represents a small

relationship, "3" represents some relationship, and a "9" represents a strong

relationship. The three competitive systems discussed previously in Bench

Marking flow charts, computer log, and common practice and a hypothetical rule

based system are compared against customer requirements at the right of the

table and against engineering targets at the bottom of the table. The competitive

bench marks (BM), numbered on the lower left row titles, correspond to the BM

numbers at the upper right column titles. The engineering target for the speed of

the recommendation has been set at 100 seconds. This is too slow for real-time

diagnosis. However, soon SPI will be converted from LISP to C ++ and

computational improvements in speed of 100x are expected.

The QFD table was used to focus this research on qualitative customer

requirements and quantitative engineering requirements to direct the design of this

expert system. When a belief network system is ready to be installed, the QFD

table can be used again to evaluate this system by testing to see if the engineering
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Engineering
Requirements

Customer
Requirements

E
1

E
2

E
3

E

4
E
5

E

6

E
7

E
8

E
9

E
10

E
11

E
12

B

M
1

B

M

2

B

M

3

B

M
4

Cl simple
instructions for
operator

9 9 9 9 3 1 9 9

C2 standard
message practice

1 1 3 9 9 9 3 9

C3 short
justification for
tech

9 9 9 9 1 3 1 3

C4 follows good
diagnostic practice

1 1 3 3 9 3 3 3 3 1 9

C5 record log 1 3 3 9 1 3 3 9

C6 real-time
processing

9 1 1 3 9 9 3

C7 calls tech if
prob beyond scope

1 9 3 9 1 3 9

C8 probabilities
use tech & tester
history

3 3 1 3 3 1 3

C9 use datalog 1 3 1 9 3 9 3 9

C10 UNIX based 9 1 9 1 1

C11 expandable 1 1 9 9 1 9 1 1 3 9 1 3 3 3 3

C12 updatable 1 9 3 1 1 1 9 1 1 3 3 3

C13 documented 1 1 3 3 1 1 1 9 3 3 1 1 3

Targets # # % 1-

10

% sec #/# % y/
n

y/
n

1-

10

y/
n

3 5 .9 10 .9 100 .95 .95 y y 8 y

BM1 Flow Chart 20 2 .05 10 .9 60 1 y n 10 n

BM2 Log 8 10 .5 10 .9 20 1 y y 8 y

BM3 Common
Practice

0 0 1 1 .4 3 1 ? 10 n

BM4 Rule-Based
Sy stem

3 5 1 10

Table 7 Quality Functional Deployment
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targets are met. The engineering targets are related back to the customer

requirements through the engineering requirements in the QFD table. This allows

a means to test how well the customer requirements are being met. Ultimately,

meeting the customer requirements is the design objective.
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PROBABILISTIC REASONING

Before discussing this research to model and implement in a Bayesian belief

network the IC tester diagnostic problem, it is important to understand briefly why

and how Bayesian belief networks were developed. Bayesian networks are a

recently developed means by which probabilistic models can be created and

evaluated. In recent years this technology has grown out of decision theory as a

means of applying decision theory to artificial intelligence applications. Decision

theory is an extension of probability theory that expresses preferences among

possible future system states, which allows discrimination between possible state

affecting actions (Henrion et. al, 91). Real world applications of decision theoretic

models in Bayesian belief networks are called normative expert systems

(Heckerman, 91; D'ambrosio, 92). Bayesian Belief Networks are just beginning to

find real world implementation. A brief background of probabilistic reasoning will

be presented, then Bayesian Networks will be introduced from probabilistic and

representational viewpoints, and fmally some additions to the Bayes structure will

be introduced.

Probabilistic reasoning in artificial intelligence began as an extension of

monotonic reasoning to model the uncertainty involved in real world situations.

An example of monotonic reasoning is the predicate calculus condition

"flu-.fever". Monotonic reasoning doesn't handle the uncertainty inherent in this
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condition. Having the flu doesn't always imply having a fever. The simplest way

of extending monotonic reasoning to address this uncertainty is to add likelihoods,

or confidence factors. Extending the fever/flu example becomes "flu->fever

c.f=0.2". This states that if the flu is true, then a fever is true also with a

confidence of 0.2. That is not a very high confidence level. MYCIN, an expert

system that provides interactive disease diagnosis and antibiotic recommendations

to physicians, uses confidence factors to assign beliefs to rules. MYCIN showed

good results within its domain, however, it was difficult for the knowledge

engineers to follow the flow and to tune the confidence factors once a large rule-

based structure was created (Buchanan et. al, 85; Henrion et. al, 91). A limiting

assumption of confidence factors is in assuming that rules are independent of any

other piece of information except for the information in the rule's condition clause.

For example, perhaps the patient has a history of allergies which could be causing

the fever instead. Bayesian Networks aren't limited by this sort of independence

assumption, which is valuable for making more educated decisions in this sort of

situation.

Bayesian Networks are based on Bayes' Theorem

(equation 1). P(B I A) is the posterior probability; P(A) is the

prior probability; and P(A A B) is the joint probability of

A and B. A little manipulation of Bayes' Theorem

P (B IA)
P (A AB)

P(B IA

P(A)

(1)

P(A I B) x P (B)

P(A)

(2)
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arrives at Bayes' Rule shown in equation (2), which is the probabilistic foundation

of Bayesian Networks.

These equations

can be applied to the

flu/fever example

illustrated by a

hypothesis space H and

its subsets {fever} and

{flu} in figure 3. The

probability of the flu,

given a fever from

figure 3, is calculated

using Bayes' Theorem Figure 3 Hypothesis Space

in equation (3). The probability of a fever given the flu is calculated in equation

(4) using Bayes' Rule.

P(FLUIFEVER)=
P(FEVERAFLU) 0.1

P(FEVER) 0.3

P(FEvERIFLU)-P(FLUIFEVER)xP(FEVER) 0.33x0.3
P(FLU) 0.5

(3)

(4)
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Diagnostic knowledge is typically represented as a set of associations

between disorders and their symptoms, with the problem solving task being to find

the disorder that is most likely given the symptoms. Using Bayesian probabilities

we are interested in finding the likelihood of a disorder given a set of symptoms

(i.e. P(flu I fever)). If flu is what we are hypothesizing and fever is some evidence,

then the probability of flu given a fever tells us how likely the flu is if the

symptom fever has already been observed.

Bayesian probabilities can be represented using Bayesian Belief Networks

and influence diagrams. Bayesian Networks show directed interdependencies

within a set of nodes in a probabilistic model. Belief nets are directed acyclic

graphs directed, because each relational arc goes in only one direction, and

acyclic, because no arcs can create a cycle between nodes. A cyclic graph can not

return a probability distribution, because the query will iterate infinitely. Directed

arcs significantly reduce the number

of dependencies from undirected

arcs, used in Markov Networks,

which decreases computation time to

query network nodes. Belief

networks contain chance nodes and

relational arcs between the nodes.

Chance nodes represent variable

P(flu)=0.5

fever

flu

P(feveriflu)=0.2
P(feverinot flu)=0.4

Figure 4 Belief Net of Fever/Flu Example
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states with associated probability distributions related to predecessor nodes. Belief

networks can be used by querying the probability distribution of a specific chance

node. Bayes' rule is used to calculate this distribution based on the parent nodes'

distributions. For example, the user might be interested in knowing what the

probability distribution is that the patient has a fever (figure 4). The belief net

would then calculate the distribution using Bayes' rule, based on the existing

evidence. If fever has been observed, then the fever node can be set to true. This

influences the belief in the flu. This research uses a belief network in exactly this

way to model the IC tester machine instead of a disease.

Influence diagrams (figure 5) are an extension of belief networks

incorporating decision making and utility. Influence

diagrams have three kinds of nodes: chance,

decision, and value nodes. Influence diagrams can

use the interrelation of chance nodes to create a

system model just like in a belief network.

Decision nodes extend belief networks to add a

representation for the choice of action of the

decision maker. Value nodes also extend the belief

network representation to assess the utility of a

course of action as related to the decision nodes and chance nodes. An influence

diagram contains only one value node to optimize the overall utility of the model

fever

flu

I
take aspirin

feel
good

I
Value

Figure 5 Influence Diagram
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and its related decision nodes. Figure 5 carries the fever/flu example one step

further to allow a decision to take an aspirin. The value node returns a utility for

each decision option. If the patient has a fever, the utility of taking the aspirin is

high, because the patient will feel better. However, if the patient doesn't have a

fever, the patient will waste the aspirin, so the utility will be low. Although

influence diagrams were not implemented in this research, they are important as a

benchmark to compare this research to.

Several interesting additions to Bayes networks are noisy-or gates and

leakage. Noisy-or gates allow each parent node to independently influence a node.

Noisy-or gates also reduce the amount of computation needed to query the prior

distribution of a node. In this research noisy-or gates were used as test nodes.

Leakage in a noisy-or gate is another useful addition to Bayes Nets. Leaks allow

an effect (a chance node having a high probability of a particular state) without any

cause (parent node influencing a high probability of this state) explicitly

represented in the influence diagram. This decreases closed world assumption

errors by allowing unexplained causes. Leakage was used initially in this project,

but tended to mask the results desired, and so was removed.
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BACKGROUND LITERATURE ON BAYESIAN NETWORK APPLICATION

In exploring the application of a probabilistic modelling method to a process

assumed to be procedural, this research draws on the experiences of many previous

efforts in diagnosis. This research uses a number of previous ideas: dynamic

modelling in a belief net, an entropy test selection criterion, combined test and

repair decisions, and multi-step diagnosis and repair.

Dynamic modelling using belief networks has been introduced to diagnosis

in the last few years. It has been applied to tracking the location of robot

movements dealing with ghost, missing, wrong direction, and wrong time data

(Nicholson and Brady, 92), to time series analysis of the car sales market (Dagum

et. al, 92), to track acute abdominal pain (Provan, 92), and to multiple decision

on-line equipment maintenance (D'ambrosio, 92). The use of dynamic modelling

in this research most closely follows that of D'ambrosio's on-line equipment

maintenance. Multiple decision diagnosis requires a dynamic net because model

belief is affected by each decision. The model belief is affected by testing or

repair actions and noise created by carelessness, part failure due to testing stress,

or some unknown source of noise. This work's approach differs from that of

D'Ambrosio's on-line equipment maintenance in using minimum entropy instead of

a look-ahead to value test or probe actions.
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De Kleer proposes an entropy based test selection criterion (De Kleer 87),

which has been used in this project, to avoid the intractability of an infinite look

ahead model. De Kleer introduces minimum entropy to be used with his General

Diagnostic Engine, GDE, to chose the next best probe. De Kleer's initial work

was with modelling electrical circuits. A probe to him, was literally an electrical

probe. A probe in the context of IC tester diagnosis encompasses any type of

testing action that can take place. De Kleer assumes that every probe is of equal

cost. This is likely a reasonable assumption within testing electrical circuits.

However, in this research, all IC tests do not have the same cost. As a result, a

state model was combined with an entropy criterion to select the next test, or probe

action.

Combining test and repair in a multi-step diagnosis has just recently been

introduced to belief network modelling. Traditionally probabilistic diagnosis has

focused solely on test or probe actions, because of the problems associated with

deciding whether to test or repair. When the goal is to isolate the failure only, test

actions are valued by information gain. However, when the goal is a functional

system, tests only have value when associated with a state improving repair action.

As a result, a look-ahead to the next repair action must be made to attribute value

to probe actions (D'Ambrosio, 92). Another method is to make diagnose and

repair plans, associate value to each complete plan, and select the plan with the

highest value (Friedrich and Nejdl, 92). Both of these methods of combining
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diagnose and repair decisions require looking ahead at future decisions to attribute

value to testing actions. Another alternative, which is used in this project, is to

use minimum entropy to give value to test actions independent of repair actions.

This work uses an existing tool to solve belief nets. Symbolic Probabilistic

Inference (SPI) was used as a framework to encode belief networks and as a tool to

solve probability distribution queries (D'Ambrosio, 91). Considerable effort has

been spent developing this framework and to produce approximate algorithms to

speed query solutions. Some of the approximations were used in this research.

It is interesting to note that HP has already invested some effort in

implementing artificial intelligence in their diagnostic processes. They have used

model based diagnosis for test vector selection of integrated circuit diagnosis

(Priest and Meerjwik, 92). Priest and Meerjwik attempt to speed the diagnostic

process by selecting test vectors based on current output incongruities rather than

blindly running a group of set test vectors regardless of intermediate outputs. The

research in this thesis into IC tester diagnosis deals with diagnosing the machines

Priest and Meerjwik are selecting test vectors for.
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Decision-Theoretic Model

A good point of reference to the upcoming discussion of the models

developed in this project is the ideal decision-theoretic model of a diagnostic

problem. Decision theory is a combination of probability theory and utility theory.

Decision-theoretic models incorporate probability theory and utility theory in an

influence diagram. A decision-theoretic model of a diagnostic problem can be

represented by an influence diagram (example in Figure 6). The influence

diagram has a single value node, represented by a diamond, that calculates the

utility of every possible combination of decisions (rectangles) by summing decision

costs with the value of the final system state (circle). The diagnostic objective is

to minimize the cost of

the decisions and

maximize the value of

the final state over the

diagnostic process. In

a diagnose and repair

problem a final system

state that is fully

functional has the highest value associated with it. The decision-theoretic approach

uses an infinite lookahead (D'Ambrosio, 92) that explores all of the possible sets of

decision paths to a repaired system. The dots in the figure represent an infinite

-- ---,
'System 7 System \,

\State(1)z,) II"\State(2) )
--_____--

\ /
1 ,/

System
'`\State(N)

Decision(1) Decision(N)1

Value

Figure 6 Decision Theoretic Influence Diagram
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number of intermediate decisions and system states. Lookahead is necessary to

give value to test actions. Repair actions have very tangible positive effects on the

value in that a broken component is fixed by a repair which improves the value of

the system state. A test action, however, has positive value only to increase the

likelihood of a successful repair.
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MODELLING OF CONTACT RESISTANCE AND FUNCTIONAL FAILURES

Given the belief network capabilities and knowledge of HP's diagnostic

problem, the next step is to create a system model. As previously shown in the

description of the S15 tester IC tester component failures, testing options, and

test point information need to be combined in these models. The purpose of these

models is to represent the belief of an expert in the probability of different tester

component failure modes.

The diagnostic task is to discriminate between failures through testing and

selecting an appropriate repair when the failure belief of a specific failure is high

enough. The diagnosis moves forward in time as test and repair actions are

selected. Prior test results and component repair actions are reflected in future

belief in component failures by the propagation of component beliefs.

Belief networks represent belief in component failures and test results. The

interdependencies between tester components, testing results, repair options, and

test code points are modelled in belief networks in this section. To attack this

problem, modelling of the smaller, implemented, contact resistance problem is

discussed in detail and then the bigger problem involving functional failures and a

test code model will be introduced.
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Contact Resistance Model

Contact resistance troubleshooting attempts to decide where and why contact

is not being made between the tester and the die on the wafer. In this model the

test head subsystem, shown in figure 2 and discussed in the PROBLEM

UNDERSTANDING chapter, is represented. The most difficult part of diagnosis

is selecting the next best test. In this case, there are two factors which determine

which contact resistance test should be made. A component belief model of

functionality and a tester state model of time cost between system states were used

to model the IC tester components for the contact resistance diagnostic problem.

The first model is of the operator's belief of individual component's

functionality. Intuitively, the component the operator is most sure is not

functioning is probably the one most likely to be broken and need repairing. As a

result, testing should be selected to force the belief in the components to being

broken or functional. This information is modelled in a belief network.

The second model is of the cost of a testing action. An important part of

this cost is the amount of time required to move from one system state to the one

in which the test or repair can take place. For example, opening and closing the

test head takes a significant amount of time, so a test might be selected that doesn't

involve opening the test head first. Other cost factors might be the time to make a
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test, the cost of replacing parts, and the potential risk of component damage. The

cost to change state seemed the only critical decision making cost, however. This

state change cost was modelled in a n-dimensional array.

Component Belief Model

The first of the two contact resistance models, the component belief model,

is represented in a belief network. This is a model of the operator's belief about

the probability of different failure possibilities of the IC tester test head. Types of

information represented in the model are failure symptoms (test action results),

repair options, and failure possibilities.

This project has progressed through several node representations to try to

improve modelling clarity and ease. One common expert system problem is that

the system gets too large and cumbersome to tune effectively. The first

representation approach used two-valued nodes with a node for each specific

repair, test, failure mode, and repair. This appeared to represent the diagnostic

method of relating individual symptoms. However, this made for a large

complicated network, where components having many states would have just as

many nodes. Conceptually it was difficult to handle. Another idea was to

represent components using a multi-valued node that contained all of the state

possibilities. On paper, this was easier to understand with fewer nodes, which
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made knowledge engineering more effective. However, multi-valued nodes create

large distributions, which are tedious to encode and evaluate. The advantage of

being able to more easily communicate what was happening within the network to

the expert seemed more important than this increased complexity while encoding,

so multi-valued nodes were used rather than single valued nodes.

Four types of nodes, shown in table 8, were created to represent the

component belief model. Each node represents a variable with several different

possible states. Each variable has

component belief nodes (multi-valued)
an associated probability for being component belief nodes (binary)

- repair nodes
in each different state. test result nodes

Diagnostic knowledge is
Table 8 Types of Nodes

represented by the dependency of

symptoms on diseases, or failure possibilities. Therefore, test result nodes

(symptoms) are dependent on component belief nodes (diseases). Figure 7 shows

an example of the interrelation of these nodes.

Figure 7 shows a specific IC tester component, the load board, and the tests

dependent on it. This maps the dependency between nodes, not procedural flow.

For simplicity, only the multi-valued component node is shown at the next time

increment in figure 7 to show the dependency over time. However, as time moves

forward time(2) becomes time(1). As a result, all of the nodes at the initial time
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increment must be duplicated at the next time increment. This is not shown in the

figure, but does occur in the implementation. Each type of node listed in table 8

and shown in figure 7 will be introduced briefly relating their functions and

interdependencies.

Test Nodes Component Component
Node (1)

Binary
( LB-Inspect

Load-Board

pass

SDUT-Load-
Board

pass fail)

( Card )

(pass10r

pass

\\>-
LB-Binfo

{ok bad) { ok dirty install
broke}

Repair Component
Node

(none clean fix
replace

LB-Repair)

LB LB

fok dirty install
broke

Time (1) Time (2)

Figure 7 Load Board Node

Multi-valued component nodes represent the belief network's belief in the

probability of different component failure possibilities. These are belief nodes,

because they reflect the operator's belief in the functionality of the component.
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Component node(1) represents the belief at time(1) that the load board component

variable will be in each of the states "ok", "broke", "dirty" or "install". These

state abbreviations stand for failures because the load board was broken, dirty, or

poorly installed.

Belief in the failure possibilities of these components must be propagated

forward in time over the diagnostic process. Multi-valued component nodes are

the only nodes that pass belief on to themselves in the next time increment. As

shown in figure 7, component node(1) is in time(1), whereas component node(2) is

in time(2). The arc from component node(1) to component node(2) passes the

belief from node(1) to node(2). To model noise created by operator accident,

unpredictable component failure, and introduced contaminants, the arc between

component node (1) and (2) introduces a little noise so that the components tend

slightly towards being dysfunctional.

In the full model, a multi-valued component node per time step and

component is modelled. Figure 7 is a single component (the load board) of that

model to make it easier to understand the interaction between nodes. The purpose

of diagnostic testing is to resolve which of the components in the whole model are

functional and which ones are failing.
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A binary component node with only two states, either "ok" or "bad", was

created to simplify the different multi-valued component nodes failure possibilities

in order to determine whether they were functioning properly, or not. The binary

node value "bad" is a summation of the failure possibilities. For the load board

case, "LB-Bin" in figure 7, the binary node state "bad" would be a summation of

the multi-valued load board node's states "dirty", "broken", and "install".

Creating a binary component node serves two purposes: to select a repair and to

simplify test nodes.

The first purpose is to help select repair actions. Without a binary node,

the multi-valued component nodes must be used to decide if a repair should be

made. Looking at the multi-valued component nodes, a specific failure state

probability must be pushed to a high enough level to justify a repair. In the load

board case, if the failure was because the board was "dirty", the belief that the

board was dirty would have to be high enough to justify a repair action. However,

with a binary node, it is only necessary to be certain that the load board is "bad"

to justify a repair. If it is certain that the load board is "bad", then the repair

search can be narrowed to selecting between possible repairs for that particular

component. It is easier to decide if a component is "bad" than to decide

specifically how it is "bad". Isolating a specific "bad" component is the first

diagnostic step. The next step then would be to decide between specific failures by

looking at the multi-valued component node states.
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A binary node also simplifies generating a test belief based on a set of

component beliefs. When running a test, what is important is if the component is

"bad", not how it is "bad". Not paying attention to why the component is "bad"

simplifies calculating the belief of the test node state.

A repair node, LB-Repair in figure 7, allows the operator to repair

components. In the figure, the LB-Repair node affects the component node(2)

belief in time(2). When a repair is made the repair node state is set to the repair

being made, which then influences the belief in the component state in the next

time step. Repair action nodes are root nodes with a prior belief for "none" of

1.0. As a result, because they are by default "none", they have no affect on

future component beliefs until set by an action. An example of a repair might be

that the load board is dirty and needs to be cleaned. When it is decided that the

load board must be cleaned, the "LB-Repair" node is set to a belief for clean of

1.0. The LB node at time(n+1) will then show a very low probability of being

dirty.

There are two kinds of test nodes in the contact resistance model contact

resistance variations and inspections. For the load board node in figure 12, the test

nodes are "LB-Inspect", "SDUT-Replace-Load-Board", "SDUT-Load-Board",

"Shorted-Probe-Card", and "Metali7ed-Wafer".
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Contact resistance variations are dependent on a subset of the test head

components. Variations on contact resistance involve shorting the electrical path,

by substituting a card or board with a shorted card or board someplace in the test

head stack (refer to figure 2), to try to bracket the source of failure. Shown in

Figure 8, are the different variations. The "metalized-wafer" test is the standard

contact resistance test when a metalized-wafer (shorted wafer) is used instead of a

Test Nodes

SDUT-ReplacO.
Load-Board

{ pass fail{

SDUT-Load-
( Board

{pass fail)

{pass fail{

(
Metahzed-

Binary Component Nodes

SDUT-Bin ok bad{

PE-Bin ok bad)

CB-Bin ok bad)

Thin-PB-B iri {ok bad{

LB-Bin ok bad)

Wafer

Thick-PB-Bin

PC-Bin
{pass

CI-Wafer-Bin

ok badl

{ ok bad)

{ok bad)

{ ok bad)

horted-Probe-
{ ok bad)Card-Bin

Figure 8 Contact Resistance Variations

standard wafer (with ICs). The "shorted-probe-card" test occurs when the probe

card is replaced with a shorted probe card. Note that this test is not dependent on
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the probe card, but instead on the shorted probe card. "SDUT-load-board" and

"SDUT-replace-load-board" occur when a shorted board is attached to the load

board and when a shorted board replaces the load board, respectively. These tests

are dependent on even fewer components. If any of the components in the

connection between the pin electronics and the shorted card, board, or wafer are

not making good contact, or are broken, the test will fail.

Before a test is made, there is some belief in whether a specific test will

pass, or fail, based on the test's predecessor component beliefs. These tests are

dependent on binary component nodes valued either "pass" or "fail". Selecting an

uncertain test, can be used to resolve component belief. When a test result is

known, setting the test result to either "pass" or "fail" influences the test node's

parent beliefs. For example, if the "SDUT-load-board" test's result is very

uncertain it may be selected as the next best test. If the operator attaches the

shorted board to the load board and runs the test, new information can be added to

the belief network. If the test passes, the "SDUT-load-board" node is set to

"pass". This belief propagates back the "SDUT-load-board" nodes parent nodes.

As shown in figure 8, the nodes "PE-bin", "CB-bin", "Thin-PB-bin", and "LB-

bin" are all parents of this node. Because the belief network now has the "SDUT-

load-board" node set to "pass" the belief in the parent nodes will tend more

towards being "ok".
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The other kind of test result nodes are inspectional nodes. These nodes

involve some subjective evaluation by the operator of specific tester components.

Inspection nodes, shown in figure 9, only have a single parent node. When the

belief that a specific binary component node is probably "bad", selecting an

inspectional node will help resolve which failure cause is most probable.

Inspection nodes are a reflection of the multi-valued component nodes. When a

specific component's belief is very likely "bad", then an inspectional node helps to

discriminate between a component's different possible failures. The different

Test Nodes Component Nodes

CB-Inspect

{ ok dirty install}

Thin-PB-Inspect

{ ok dirty}

ok dirty install}

Thick-PB-Inspect

{ok dirty}

PInspect

{ok dirty inspect}

Wafer-Inspect

{ ok dirty install}

CB

{ ok dirty install broke}

Thin-PB

ok dirty broke}

(
----

LB

{ ok dirty install broke}

Thick-PB

{ ok dirty broke}

PC

dirty install broke dirty-tips}

Wafer

ok dirty install broke}

Figure 9 Inspectional Nodes
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component failure possibilities that can be observed in an inspectional node do not

contain all the failure possibilities. The two types of failures that can be observed

are contaminants and bad installations. Contaminants are oils and debris which

cause contact problems. They can not always be observed and may be missed, so

this type of inspection won't result in observing the true failure 100% of the time.

Bad installation can be a result of a number of different problems. The fastening

screws may be loose so that contact is not made completely across the card or

board. The card or board may be installed upside down or rotated at 90 degrees.

The card or board may not match the product being tested. The load board and

probe card are product dependent and need to be changed between product tests.

Perhaps a new card or board wasn't installed, or the wrong one was put in place,

when the product being tested was changed.

The complete contact resistance model (figure 10), shows the interaction

between components, different test types, and repairs. Tests dependent on a

number of components (contact resistance test variations) are good initial and

intermediate tests to discriminate between a large set of potentially failing

components. When the number of failure candidates is reduced, looking at a

specific component by inspection is useful to isolate a specific failure.

The complete model includes some component nodes that don't affect the

tester machine's functionality, but are important for diagnostic purposes. The
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Figure 10 Contact Resistance Belief Net Model
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shorted probe card (Shorted-Probe-Card), carbide pads (Carbide-Pad), and shorted

DUT board (SDUT) each have component nodes (figure 11), but don't affect the

tester during testing. These components can cause test failures during diagnosis,

however, that may be an additional source of problems.

There are some arcs involving these nodes that break with the standard

component convention shown in figure 7. The "Carbide Pad" is dependent on

"PC-Repair" and the Probe Card, "PC", is dependent on "Carbide Pad". These

relationships exist because if the carbide pads are dirty, the probe card repair

action of cleaning the tips will not work.

A node that has no place in the standard component model of figure 7 is the

"fail" node. The "fail" node represents changes in the failure. If the failure

changes, it may implicate a different cause than if the failure stays the same. For

instance, if the carbide pads are dirty, cleaning the probe tips may change the

failure because the debris on the probe tips is moved around or added to. As a

result, the carbide pads are causing a problem and should be replaced. Then the

probe tips should be cleaned again and the test repeated. However, if the failure

doesn't change, the carbide pads are probably not at fault and the probe tips

probably weren't dirty to begin with. If the failure goes away, the probe tips were

dirty and are now clean.
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PC-Repair

PC PC

{ installSDUT- Repair
broke dirty-tips}

SDUT

Siorted-Prob
' Card-Repair

%Shorted-Probe- ii,,,,Shorted- Probe- `
-. Card Card

Carbide-Pad:--
Repair'

-----C:arbide-Pad

SDUT
_ -

{ ok broke }

brokei--

01" Carbide-Pad

Fail

{sf df nf}

ok bad}

Figure 11 Fail Node Interaction

Changes in the type of failure is also significant when the "SDUT" or

"Shorted-PC" are added to the system. If the fail changes, these components

become suspect. As a result, these nodes are dependent on the "fail" node as well.
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Tester State Model

External to the belief network is the second component model which

contains tester state information. The tester state is the physical configuration of

the IC tester for a specific test or repair action. This state can change between

test or repair actions depending on the state requirements of a test or repair action.

An important part of test selection is the amount of time it takes to change

the tester state to be ready to run the test. Selecting a test that doesn't take much

time to change the tester state, may be preferable to a more informative test, just

because it's quicker to set up. For example, if the test head is open, it takes time

to close it and make sure contact is being made, before a test requiring the test

head to be closed can be run. As a result, it may be more time efficient to run a

less informative test, like inspecting the load board, that doesn't incur the cost of

closing the test head.

The state information was modelled in an n-dimensional array. Table 9 is a

set of the test and repair actions and the corresponding states that each test and

repair must be in before they can take place. The left column lists the test and

repair actions. The top row contains state variable names, the states these

variables can be in, and the cost to move between these states. The first state

variable, "test head", refers to whether the test head is open, "o", or closed, "c".
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-state
variable

-states
-cost

test or repair action

test head

(o/c)
2

short
wafer
(y/n)
2

short pc

(y/n)
4

sdut
board
(yin)
2

load
board
(y/n)
2

thin-pb

(y/n)
2

thick-pb

(y/n)
2

probe
card
(y/n)
2

metalized-wafer c y n n y y y y

shorted-probe-card c - y is y y y n

sdut-load-board o - y y y

sdut-rep-load-board o y n

rock-test-head c - - n y

lb-inspect o n y y

wafer-inspect

thin-pb-inspect o n n y

thick-pb-inspect o - y

pc-inspect o - - Y

cb-inspect o - n n n

lbclean o - - n y y

cbclean o n n is

thin-pbclean o n n y

thick-pbclean o y

pcclean o - - n

lb-replace o - - a y y

cbreplace o - - n a n -

thin-pbreplace o - n n y

thick-pbreplace o

pereplace o - n

carbide-padreplace

(bra o - - r r

cbfix o n a n

thin-pbfix o - is n Y

thick-pbfix o y

pcfix o - y

able 9 Tester State Mode

The rest of the state variables refer to whether a component is installed, "y", or

not installed, "n". A "-" means that the state of the variable is not significant to
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the test or repair. The costs to move between states are arbitrary unitless numbers

that represent relative time cost magnitude. The state model is evaluated by

summing the costs associated with variable changes caused by test or repair

actions. The diagnostic driver keeps track of this state information and updates it

after a test or repair has taken place.

The "sdut-load-board" test starting from a tester operational state is a good

example. The operational state of the tester is when the it is ready to do wafer

testing. From table 9, the "sdut-load-board" test must be run with the test head

open, "o", and the "sdut-board", "load-board", and "thin-pb" must all be "y" for

installed. However, the state of the "shorted-wafer", "shorted-pc", "thick-pb", and

"probe-card" are not significant to the test. The tester operational state is ((test-

head c)(shorted-wafer n)(shorted -pc n)(sdut-board n)(load-board y)(thin-pb y)(thick-

pb y)(probe-card y)). If we compare the operational state with the "sdut-load-

board" state it is found that the "test-head" and the "sdut-board" must both change

states to move from the operational state to the "sdut-load-board" test state.

Looking at the cost for these two state changes it is found that they both have a

cost of 2. The total state change cost for the "sdut-load-board" test can be found

by summing the two state change costs, which comes to a total state change cost of

4.



Table 10 shows the first 5

tests from table 9 and their

associated state change costs to move

from the IC tester operational state

to the respective test state. Strictly

basing a testing decision on state

change cost, the "metalized-wafer"

or the "rock-test-head" tests would be selected.
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test
metalized-wafer
shorted-probe-card
sdut-load-board
sdut-rep-load-board
rock-test-head

state change cost
0
6
4
6
0

Table 10 Tests and State Change Cost
from Operational State

This representation has some limitations however. For instance, the state

for the "shorted-probe-card" test shows the "test-head" state being closed. This is

correct, but if the "short-pc" must be installed, the test head must be opened, the

card installed, and then the test head closed. So, the cost of moving to the

"shorted-probe-card" test state is dependent on whether, or not, the test head must

be opened during test setup. This problem was fixed with a hack, by adding an

extra test-head change if the "short-pc" state had to change and the test head was

closed. However, this causes the model to drift away from being a simple sum of

an n-dimensional state model.
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Functional Failure Model

Functional failures occur after the continuity test in the test code, shown as

test points in Table 2. Addressed in this section are the nominal, stress, high

voltage, and low voltage test points, which were introduced early in the Test Code

section. A general process by which technician's approach functional failure

diagnosis is shown in table 11.

The first question a technician asks is where in the test code did the failure

occur? This can lead to some initial theories as to what type of problems could be

occurring. For instance, if the failure occurs in the LV Functional test point an

initial theory might be that there is too much resistance in the path for the low

voltage condition. The next step is to observe which test points have passed. This

answer to this question reflects the order of the test points in the test code. If LV

Functional fails, then we know that Continuity, Nominal Functional, Stress

Functional, and HV Functional have already passed.

1. Where in the test code did the test fail? (table 2)
2. What tests have been run already? (table 2)
3. Isolate the test code parameter changes between the failing

test and the tests that have already passed. (table 3)
4. Discriminate between differences through testing. (figure 12)
5. Draw failure conclusion and make repair recommendations.(figure 12)

Table 11 Technician Functional Failure Diagnostic Process
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This information is useful to help answer the third question, which gives us

information about what variable values are new. VCC and VDL, input voltages

shown in Table 3, have lower values in LV Functional than used in previous test

points. This could point to too much resistance in the electrical path for the low

input voltages or one of the power supplies failing to hit the low voltage value.

The next step is to discriminate between these two variables by

incrementally changing the variables. For instance, the VCC power supply can be

reset to its nominal value and re-tested at the low voltage test point with the

nominal valued VCC. If the test passes, after the change, this likely indicates that

VCC being low caused the fail.

This information can then be used to select further testing and eventually to

make a repair action. In the low voltage VCC case, testing the resistance in the

electrical path or perhaps testing the device power supply would be a good next

step.

From these observations about functional diagnosis, the next step is to try to

create a model containing the information from table 2 and 3 with appropriate

testing options, repairs, and failure types. Figure 12 shows a skeleton belief net

that attempts to encompass this information. On the far left are test point nodes

that capture the point in the test code where the first fail occurred. To the right of
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the test point nodes are test code variable nodes that reflect change in variable

value. The value of these nodes can be changed by the operator to resolve which

variable is causing the failure. These nodes implicate nodes further to the right

that are types of components, failures, or test or repair recommendations.

The dependencies are still consistent with diagnostic knowledge

representation because symptoms (tests) are dependent on diseases (types of

component failures). However, the model contains several levels of resolution of

symptoms or diseases. General failures are dependent on more specific failures.

Testing options occur at several levels of resolution.

A good example of these levels of resolution is a failure caused by peak-

peak noise (shown in the center of figure 12). This type of failure is dependent

on, or can be caused by, eleven more specific failure types to the right of the peak-

peak noise node. Peak-peak noise is one of three kinds of device power supply

(DPS) failures to the left of the peak-peak noise node. A peak-peak noise failure

can be diagnosed at any of these three levels of resolution. At each stage of

resolution tests can be made to discriminate between competing types of failures at

that level. Device power supply failures cause VCC or VDL (voltage level) nodes

to be the cause of failure. VCC and VDL are partially tests and partially failure

possibilities depending on the stage of resolution of the diagnosis. VCC and VDL

nodes can cause nominal, stress, high voltage, or low voltage testing failures and
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appears to be overly hierchical, perhaps missing some interdependencies between

general failures and very specific tests or specific failures and general tests. This

model also isn't utilizing the failure information in the box at the lower right of the

figure that would be useful diagnostic information. The number of pins can

implicate a specific power supply or pin card; failing low or high can indicate a

stuck power supply; and knowing whether the fail has changed or not indicates if

the operator action is affecting the failure condition.

There is a whole realm of possibilities with this functional failure problem

that were so briefly touched on that the details are hazy. However, general models

of pin cards, power supplies, pins, and other components could be made modular

and attached to the model depending on the direction diagnosis takes. Some

interesting issues are that every 4th pin comes from the same pin card and the

closeness of a group of failing pins to a power supply input implicates that power

supply. These are a few of the issues discovered in the short amount of knowledge

engineering time available. Functional failures are a very hierchical problem with

all sorts of interesting problems that lends itself to more exploration.
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DECISION THEORETIC MODEL APPROXIMATIONS

The ideal decision-theoretic influence diagram is computationally

intractable, because it has an infinite number of decision pathways that must be

evaluated. Realistically, technological advances in computer hardware will not

make infinite look-ahead computationally feasible in the near future. There are

several approximate methods available to deal with this intractability. Two

important approximations are using a finite look-ahead model and using an entropy

mechanism.

A finite lookahead model only looks at n decisions. A finite look-ahead

model reduces the computation time to make a decision by at least the exponential

relationship x'(n-o) where (x is the number of test and repair options in a decision,

n is the number of states in the finite look-ahead, and o approaches infinity for the

infinite look-ahead). In reducing the number of decisions looked at to a finite

number the problem becomes tractable.

The obvious question is what is lost by a finite look-ahead. A finite

look-ahead loses test action value if the optimal decision path results in a repair

being made at a time further in the future than the finite look-ahead can evaluate.

This is because without a repair, tests have no inherent positive value, because

they can't increase the system state value. As a result, the finite look-ahead will
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choose a decision path that results in a repair so that the system state will increase

in value. This may be choosing a repair sooner than might be optimal.

Some experimentation has been made with a finite look-ahead for the IC

tester diagnostic

problem (Fountain,

93). Fountain

experimented with a

two step look-ahead

(figure 13). The

difficulty with this

methodology is that the

recommended decision

will include a repair in either decision(1) or decision(2). Because a repair is

necessary to attain a positive value increase for the system state, more extensive

diagnosis will not be selected. Complex diagnostic problems can involve ten, or

more, tests before a repair is selected. Because a two step lookahead is already

too slow (taking several minutes to process a simplified network), a ten step

lookahead would be even worse.

Figure 13 Two Step Look-Ahead Influence Diagram

Another way of approximating the decision-theoretic approach is to value

test actions independent of repair actions by using entropy. Entropy is a measure



of the uncertainty of a variable's state. This is similar to

the classical definition of entropy, which is a measure of
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IEntropy= E Px1n(P)

(5)

system disorder. Entropy (shown in equation 5) is defined as the sum of the

variables' probabilities multiplied by the log of the probabilities (De Kleer, 87).

Figure 14 is a graph of entropy

versus belief for a two state

variable. The result is a bell

shaped curve with a maximum

when the belief is the most

uncertain (when the variable has a

50-50 chance of being in each of its

states).

Entropy vs Belief
(for node with 2 states)

Figure 14 Entropy vs. Belief

Trying to reduce the uncertainty of components of the system, quantifiable

by an entropy measurement, is the objective of testing actions. Two methods were

developed in this research to apply the entropy method to selecting IC tester

diagnostic tests (1) minimizing the system entropy in the next time step and (2)

maximizing the test entropy in the current time step. Minimizing the system

entropy in the next time step attempts to select a test that will force the system

variables' beliefs to specific states. Selecting a test that maximizes the test

entropy, on the other hand, selects an uncertain test rather than selecting a test that
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will minimize the system entropy. An uncertain test in the current time step, after

learning the test results, should minimize the system entropy in the next time step.

The first method is to choose the test that minimizes the system entropy in

the next time step. To chose between the tests, a system entropy is generated for

each test and is composed of a summation of component entropies.

The first step is to find a

component entropy. A component

probability distribution is found for a

specific test result. For example, the

"SDUT-load-board" test and the

"Load-Board-Binary" component

node (figure 15). The probability

that the "Load-Board-Binary"

component will be "ok" given the test

P(C=o1c1T=f ail)03.6
P(C=badIT=fail)=0.4
P(C-ok1T=pass)=0.99
P(C=badIT=pass0.01

Load
Board
Binary

P(T=fail)=0.9
P(T=pass)=0.1

Figure 15 SDUT Load Board and Load
Board Binary Nodes

result is "fail" is 0.6. Because the component node is a binary node, we can look

at figure 14 and find the entropy of that component given the test result is "fail".

The entropy from figure 14 is fairly high, about 0.63, which makes sense because

the "Load-Board-Binary" node is uncertain. If the test result is "pass", there's a

0.99 probability that the component is "ok". From figure 14, this results in a low

entropy of nearly 0.00. This is summarized in table 12 showing beliefs and
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entropies for the "Load-Board-Binary" node given test results of either "pass" or

"fail" for the "SDUT-Load-Board" test.

COMPONENT
TEST

Load Board

OK

Binary Node

BAD Entropy

SDUT-LOAD- FAIL 0.6 0.4 0.63
BOARD

PASS 0.99 0.01 0.00

Table 12 Load Board Binary Probability Distribution
and Entropy for SDUT-LOAD-BOARD Test

The purpose of these entropies is to give value to a test action so that the

test with the greatest value can be selected. Given an entropy for the load board

for each test result, which

one should be used to give

value to the test action? The

answer is both. Because the

test result is uncertain, the

component entropy must be a

weighted combination of the

two entropies. Figure 16

shows the weighted entropy

for any test result belief.

From figure 15, the probability that the test will fail is 0.9 and the probability it

will pass is 0.1. Looking at a 0.9 probability that the test will fail, we find that

0.7

Weighted Entropy vs.
Test Result Belief

PC=okfT=fail)=0.0
0.6 ,./'

... //"'
1=1

0.4LT4 /,//
?.. %

0.2`')
///

/1)(CzokfT=pass)=0.99
0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 LO

Test Result Belief (TFail)

Figure 16 Weighted Entropy vs. Test Result Belief
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the weighted entropy becomes approximately 0.6. Calculating this manually the

result is (0.9)(0.63)+(0.1)(0.0)=0.567.

The "Load-Board-Binary" component node is only a single component of

the whole system that is being diagnosed. The overall system entropy for a

specific test is the sum of the component entropies of all the components in the

system (figure 17). This sum of all the component entropies becomes the system

entropy for a specific test that is used to discriminate between the tests.

Figure 17 Test Entropy Summation and Test Selection
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A system entropy is found for each of the possible test actions. The test

that minimizes the test entropy, or system entropy, will then be selected as the next

test (figure 17).

The other approach is to select the test with maximum entropy. The

primary diagnostic objective is to resolve which components are failing and which

are functional. Minimizing the system entropy, as previously described, adheres

closely to this objective. However, selecting the most uncertain test, one with

maximum entropy, when the result is known, seems to be about the same as

minimizing the system entropy. The entropy for the "SDUT-Load-Board" example

already discussed could be directly found from the 0.9 belief that it will fail.

Looking at figure 14, because it is a node with two states, the test has an entropy

of about 0.3. An entropy is found in this manner for each test. The test with the

maximum entropy, when known, will inform the most about the state of the

system.

These entropy methods of assigning value to test actions are radically

different than the decision theoretic approach, which involves multi-step lookahead.

Because a repair action is not necessary to give value to test actions when using an

entropy method, only a one step lookahead is necessary to select a test action.

Only using a single lookahead with an entropy calculation greatly reduces the

computational cost of computing prior probabilities in a belief network.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTACT RESISTANCE MODELS

Decision Making and Model Interaction

The two models for the contact resistance test, shown in table 9 and figure

10 and outlined in the modelling section of this thesis, were implemented. To

make the implemented models useful, some means of integrating the two and

driving the diagnosis was needed. The functional failure model of figure 12 was

not implemented.

The diagnostic process starts with some prior belief of component

functionality, which is then modified as testing and repair occurs. As the diagnosis

moves forward in time, prior test results and component repairs are reflected in

future time steps by the propagation of component beliefs. Figure 18 shows the

models created for contact resistance testing and the diagnostic decisions and

actions made based on these models. The figure shows two time steps to show

how parts of the system interrelate and how they interrelate over time. This

represents the process the code driving the diagnosis goes through, but it is not a

belief network or an influence diagram. The belief network developed for the

contact resistance model (figure 10) is represented in figure 18 by a box and the

circles "Component Belief", "Test Belief", "Test Action", and "Repair Action".

The system state model (table 9) is represented by the "State Model" circle. Test
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_
Time(1)

Decision(1) Component
Belief

Belief Network Test
BeliefState' -

Model

'','Repair--
Decision(2) Action Action

Time(2) 4ek i____- __..,._

Decision(1) -...-.
Belief

Component

------Tst ------_/ max' Belief Network 41k --4-----
'-- State ( Belief

Model )1'
'----- _____--__/

Decision(2) Action

Figure 18 Belief Net Representation of Diagnostic Process

and repair actions are part of the belief network, but are based on separate

decisions made outside of the belief network. Because repair actions are selected

differently than testing actions there are two decisions made at each time

increment.

Repair actions are selected by using a threshold level in Decision(1).

Repair actions are only dependent on component belief. When a component belief
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that the component is "bad" passes a threshold, a repair can be selected. A repair

decision will not be made at a given time increment if no component's belief

passes the threshold. Decision(1) is not dependent on the state model, because

when a repair is necessary it will be made regardless of tester state.

Test actions are selected based on test belief using a threshold level in

decision(2). Unlike decision(l), decision(2) selects a test at every time increment.

Decision(2) is dependent both on test belief and on tester state. Both test belief

and tester state are evaluated outside of the Bayesian model by an entropy

calculation and a summation of the state change costs, respectively. A value was

created outside of the Bayesian network to

combine these two. Entropy and state cost are
I Value=(Entropy+kxstatecost)

(6)
combined using a constant, as shown in equation

(6).

Initially the first entropy method discused in the previous chapter,

minimizing the entropy of belief in the component states of the tester, was used.

However, the processing time took several minutes to minimize the entropy over

ten testing choices. As a result, the switch was made to the faster more obtuse

approach of looking at test entropy, because it was computationally more efficient.
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After the two decisions, with at least a testing action carried out, the system

model is propagated forward one increment in time. Table 13 summarizes the

diagnostic process in an algorithm. These steps are iterated until a maintenance is

recommended or the test code passes.

Loop
For each Component where Belief(component =bad) > threshold

Select Repair associated with most likely component failure.
For each Test sum

Entropy from test nodes and
State change cost from state model.

Select Test with maximum value.
If (maintenance or tested functional) exit loop.

End.

Table 13 Diagnostic Flow

Prior Beliefs in Component Failures

When the diagnostic driver starts at time(0), the first test or repair

decision is based on the prior belief in the "component belief" model. The parent

nodes that are based on prior belief are all multi-valued component belief nodes.

Prior belief should reflect diagnostic history where component failures most likely

to occur get higher prior probabilities. Diagnostic history is available at HP in

electronic logs for this particular tester machine. In fact, the future of a system

like this could have prior beliefs updated automatically based on new failure



history information. However,

acquiring this information would have

been a knowledge engineering job in

it's own right. For the sake of this
Table 14 Typical Component Prior Belief

research, prior belief was set by

global variables. The typical priors of the multi-valued component nodes are

shown in table 14. The 0.10 probability that the component was failing was

distributed fairly arbitrarily between the different failure possibilities. However,

the probability that the component was dirty was weighted higher to encourage

cleaning before replacing. "Install" failures were a result of poor installation.

Different components failed different ways, but most could fail in some way in

each of three categories: broken, poorly installed, and dirty.
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OK 0.90
DIRTY 0.04
INSTALL 0.03
BROKEN 0.03

LISP Belief Network Node Examples

In discussing the contact resistance implementation it may be of some

interest to see a few examples of how this information was encoded in SPI. In this

section examples of a contact resistance variation test, an inspectional test, and a

multi-valued component node are introduced.

Contact resistance variation test nodes were the only nodes represented

using noisy-or gates. An example of the "SDUT-Load-Board" test is shown in
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(noisy-var-1 `(slut -load -board 0)
`(((lb-bin 0)

((thin-pb-bin 0)
((cb-bin 0)
((pe-bin 0)
((sdut-bin 0)
:leakage 0.0)

`( fail pass)
(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

Table 15 Noisy-OR SDUT-Load-Board Test Node Code

Table 15. This node is shown in models in figures 7,8, and 10. The first line of

the code (noisy-var-1 '(sdut-load-board 0) '(fail pass) defines the variable as

being named "sdut-load-board" in time(0) with two states "fail" and "pass". The

variables listed below the first line, are binary component nodes that are parent

nodes of that test. These components influence the belief in the test state. For

instance, if the (lb-bin 0) node is "bad" then there is a 1.0 probability that (sdut-

load-board 0) state will be "fail". If it is "ok", there is a 0.0 chance that the test

will fail. The advantage of using a noisy-or node for this application, is that each

component independently influences the belief that the test will "pass" or "fail".

As a result, each component that is "ok" can have a 0.0 probability that the test

will fail, yet if one is bad, the test result will be "fail". This reduces the size of

the distribution for a node dependent on 5 parent nodes. If this were a normal

belief network node, to map all the possible combinations of component states

would take 2A5, or 32, different beliefs in the test result given each of the different

possible set of component states (i.e. (bad ok ok ok ok), (ok bad ok ok ok)).
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Inspectional tests contain full distributions over their single parent node.

Inspectional test nodes are different than contact resistance variation tests that are

related 1-1 to component node probabilities. A contact resistance variation test

will fail every time if a component is "bad". However, inspectional tests aren't

100% accurate. This is a case where some prior diagnostic history could be

incorporate into these beliefs to accurately represent how successful inspections

are. An arbitrary relationship was placed on these nodes. If a component is dirty,

there is a 0.7 probability that the contaminants are observed by an inspecting

operator. If the component is poorly installed, there is a 0.8 probability that the

poor installation was recognized. It seemed that bad installation would be easier to

observe than contaminants and this is shown in the probability distribution. These

probabilities are especially important, because they affect the entropy of the

inspectional test. The entropy of an inspection test node is lowered, because the

(var-1 `(1b-inspect 0) `(ok dirty install) `((lb 0)))
(exp-1 '(lb- inspect 0) `lb-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `lb-inspect-0-exp

`(((lb-inspect 0) ok dirty install))
`(((lb 0)ok dirty install broke))
`(((ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

Table 16 LB-Inspect Inspectional Test Node Code
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operator will tend to observe the component to be "ok" more often than observe

the real problem. As a result, inspections are less likely to be selected. The code

for the "LB-Inspect" node is shown in Table 16. Globals *inspl* and *insp2*

allow the 0.7 and 0.8 probabilities to be adjusted at a future point in the design of

the network. The most interesting part of the code is the information in the dist-1

statement. The second line of the dist command shows the name "lb-inspect" and

time 0 with three states: "ok", "dirty", and "install". Below the three states are

(add-var-1 ,time) `(ok dirty install broke) `((lb-repair ,prev) (lb ,prev)))
(exp-1 '(lb ,time) (make-dist-name `lb-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `lb-exp time)

`(((lb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`(((lb- repair ,prev) replace clean fix none)

((lb ,prev) ok dirty install broke))
`((( replace ok) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)

(( replace dirty) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace install) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace broke) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( clean ok) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
(( clean dirty) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( clean install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
(( clean broke) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
a fix ok) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
(( fix dirty) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( fix install) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
(( fix broke) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
(( none ok) 0.99 0.004 0.002 0.004)
(( none dirty) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( none install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
(( none broke) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

Table 17 Multi-valued Load Board Component Node Code
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the distributions for each combination of parent node states. In this case, the

parent is "lb" and time 0 with four states: "ok", "dirty", "install", and "broke".

The load board is a good example of the complexity of a multi-valued

component node. Table 17 shows code for this kind of node. The first line of

code defines the variable name "lb" (abbreviation of load board), the time step

model the variable belongs to ",time" (a global variable for the current time), and

its parent nodes (lb-repair ,prev) and (lb ,prev). ",Prev" is a global variable for

the previous time increment. This is code stating that the multi-valued load board

component node is dependent of the load board component node in the previous

time increment and the load board repair node in the previous time increment.

This is shown with arcs in figure 7. The next line calling the function "exp-1"

does not clarify the code operation. The "dist-1" call sets up the probability

distributions for the (lb ,time) variable based on its parent nodes. The (lb ,time)

node has 4 states listed on the line below the "dist-1" call. Below this line is each

of the different possible state combinations of (lb ,prev) and (lb-repair ,prev).

Each one of these combinations has a probability distribution of the (lb ,time) node

which is listed to the right of the state information. For instance, if the lb-repair

node is set to "clean" and the lb node is very likely "dirty" then there is very

likely the probabilities are: clean 0.97, dirty 0 .01, install 0.01, and broke 0.01.
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Improving Implementation Speed

A difficulty with model implementation from the beginning, was making the

implementation fast enough for real-time diagnosis. Several important issues

addressed during implementation to speed the process were noise representation,

pruning, and TCS-P approximation.

Noise Representation

An important implementation concern dealt with noise representation. Test

and repair actions can affect component's states inadvertently through operator

error, testing stress, or some other noise creating factor. It is important to account

for this noise so that the diagnosing system can be robust enough to realize that a

component previously tested to be functional may now not be functioning properly.

Several strategies were tested to provide this noise.

One possibility was to create a noise node, shown in Figure 19, for each

component. In order to create noise by test actions, test action nodes must also be

created. The noise nodes are dependent on the test and repair actions that could

possibly affect the component's functionality. This is an exact representational

method of any possible noise creating factor, however, it took from several
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Figure 19 Load Board Noisy Node

minutes to more than 15 minutes to make a recommendation which was too slow to

meet the 100 seconds requirement.

An approximation of this exact noise model was to add a little noise

between components of different time increments and use the representation in

Figure 7. An example of this is shown in the load board component node code in

table 17. Typically in the code, "ok" carries over to the next time step with a 0.97

probability. The noise was divided evenly among the different failure possibilities.

This allowed any action to damage any component, which was not very exact. For
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instance, if a shorted probe card was being installed, it is very unlikely that the

contactor board could be affected, but the component noise wouldn't reflect this.

However, the thick pogo block could very likely be affected because it must be

removed to install the shorted card. This approximation can be justified however,

because it does not add additional computation time, yet adds enough noise to keep

any component from being eliminated forever as a failure candidate. Using noise

at every time increment is sensitive, because too much noise would mean never

being able to arrive at a diagnosis and too little noise would result in the noise

having no affect on unlikely candidates. As can be seen from comparing the load

board node in figure 7 and figure 19, if the whole contact resistance model in

figure 10 included noise nodes it would be considerably more complex and require

much more computation time.

Pruning Old Time Increment Models

A time saving device used in this implementation was pruning unnecessary

time step models. As the diagnosis progressed dynamically in time a trail of prior

models were left behind. This can be imagined by looking at figure 10 and

imagining the figure copied over and over again. Processing slowed considerably

5 or 6 time steps in the future. Due to the nature of probability distribution

updating, it was possible to prune away old models and still keep old test result

history in the multi-valued component nodes' probability distributions. This
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decreased the computation time by reducing the number of total nodes. Two time

steps were kept the current one and the next step into the future that would be

influenced by actions in the current time step.

TCS-P Approximation

Even after pruning old time increments, the implementation was still

sometimes over the time requirement set in QFD and the model was too naive to

really test against the optimal path. Another mechanism to try to speed

computation was using approximate methods of querying prior distributions.

Within SPI, D'ambrosio developed TCS, or term computation system, to

approximate priors. Term computation contains a couple of parameters that

control the number of terms computed. These parameters are mass cutoff and time

cutoff. Mass cutoff stops the computation when the ratio of the difference between

the priors of the last five terms and the average difference over all terms computed

is less than some percentage. From a perspective of not really understanding the

TCS mechanism, this appears to be a sort of annealing cut-off. Time cutoff stops

term computation when the time to calculate five terms is greater than some

multiple times the time to calculate the first five terms.

Figure 20 shows results for some testing of these approximate threshold

levels. It compares the amount of approximation error against CPU processing
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Figure 20 Processing Time Versus TCS Cutoff Parameters

time for a range of mass cutoff (MC) and time cutoff (TC) values. Approximation

error is the ratio of the difference between the approximate error and the exact

prior to the exact prior. The CPU time is the amount of time it took to query all

of the tests for time(1) with the contact resistance test failing at time(0). CPU time

is in clock units, which aren't significant. What is significant is the relative

change in time. The mass cutoff range, 25 and 100, is an inverse of the percent

change cutoff. Term computation continues to compute terms for this range until
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the amount of change is 1, 2, 3, or 4% of the average of the first 5 displacements

for the respective curves. Along each curve the time cutoff ranges from 2 to 10

times the average time of the first 5 terms computed. Unfortunately the curves are

not very smooth and it is not obvious how to establish how much error can be

allowed in a model. When errors occurred in this model, typically the error

occurred in only a couple of tests while the other tests were nearly exact. This

makes resolving the amount of error allowed even more difficult, because crucial

testing prior distributions might be off by much more than the allowed error. For

this work, TC =5 and MC =100 were selected, because they appear to be at an

optimal point were the error and CPU time were minimized.

User Interface

Preliminary design was done to create a user interface. The design of the

user interface involved several important issues. It was important to be

informative, easy to use, and easy to understand. Two customer requirements

developed in QFD, simple instructions and standard message practice, reflect these

issues.

HP has a similar diagnostic system already on-line that was used as a

competitor bench mark that prints directly from individual message files to the

screen. The text messages are comprehensive and flexibly designed to work for
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any tester part. However, because it is general there is unnecessary text and the

messages are fairly long. As a result, the system isn't used much except for

record keeping.

It seemed logical to stick with HPs mode of interfacing, because

standardization is less confusing to the user. As a result, a single file was created

for each text message. Sticking to a standard file format allows easier updating

and expanding for HP employees.

The interface designed for this problem differed slightly from the current

system, to try to avoid some of its problems. The message instructions were

written in short statements with an instruction per line (as shown in table 18).

Dock test head
replace wafer with metalized wafer
run contact resistance

Table 18 Meta find Wafer Test Message

The user interface is particularly important for a belief network.

Component failures for the most part were lumped into 3 categories in the belief

network dirty, broken, and poorly installed. Having appropriate message files
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that interpret how a company might be dirty, broken, or poorly installed adds

resolution to these general terms.

One problem this interface is currently exhibiting is that there are wasted

instructions. Wasted instructions are contrary to the competitive benchmark

requirement that the messages should be concise. An example from table 18, is

the first line "Dock test head". The test head may already be docked, in which

case this instruction is wasted. The information necessary to remove this line if

the test head was already docked is contained within the state model, however time

was not available in this research to correct this minor problem.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research is not at the stage where full-scale testing could take place.

As a result, conclusions and recommendations that can be drawn from this research

consist of (1) an evaluation of the progress with the contact resistance model

implementation as compared to the requirements developed in the QFD table; (2)

some observations about knowledge engineering with probabilistic models; (3) and

recommendations as to the continuation of this research.

Contact Resistance Model Evaluation

The contact resistance implementation began with large scale modelling

aspirations, but was limited by computational complexity. For the sake of

computational speed, implementation compromises were made in handling noise,

entropy evaluation, approximate querying, and time cost modelling. Each of these

factor independently did not create a great difficulty, but as a whole, slowed

progress considerably. To evaluate this progress, comparison is made to the QFD

table (table 7). Then some possible means of solving the time constraint problems

of contact resistance implementation are discussed.

By understanding the design requirements of a belief network based expert

system, as measured by the QFD process, it was a simple matter to satisfy the user
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interface requirements of this project, as demonstrated in the User Interface

section. Matching HP's filing system and creating understandable messages was

just a matter of defining the need.

More crucial to this problem and more difficult to accomplish was

satisfying the requirements for good recommendations in an acceptable amount of

time. The scope of this project's implementation was restricted by processing time

to the point that it did not progress far enough to warrant testing against the

diagnostic process that a technician would follow. However, within the belief

network modelling approach, enough progress was made to recognize that a good

model is feasible, if the implementation could be made fast enough.

Several of the methods briefly considered in this project's development that

might provide possible avenues to decrease the effects of the computational

complexity of belief networks in real-time diagnosis. A potential time-saving

method would be to narrow the search to look only at the most likely candidate

failure components. This may warrant future investigation; however, this approach

was discarded due to the dynamic nature of this problem. Eliminating candidates

must be approached tentatively, because a functional component in the present may

be disturbed in the future and stop working properly. An eliminated candidate

may become a problem source, but the diagnostic tool would no longer be

considering it. Another improvement would be to combine test and repair
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selection into one decision. Reducing to a single decision would make this system

more robust. For example, a very expensive repair may require more testing than

a typical repair. The reverse is also true, that an inexpensive repair could then be

selected sooner than a typical repair and before more costly testing decisions.

Knowledge Engineering with Belief Nets

Procedural knowledge is ingrained in how experts and engineers view

diagnosis. Knowledge engineering using a belief network representation goes

against this way of thinking. Once interdependencies were focused on rather than

the more natural procedural information, belief network modelling became an

effective tool. There were a number of advantages of this approach that became

evident once a methodology to realize these advantages was established. A

methodology was developed to better use the knowledge engineering role, while

trying to understand IC tester diagnosis. The key elements of this methodology are

summarized in table 19.

To take advantage of this modelling method it was important to stick

specifically to a failure, test, or repair group. This allowed the expert to

brainstorm a concept without having to place it procedurally. This is a much more

comprehensive process by avoiding getting entangled in procedural knowledge. In

the first several meetings with HP's expert, refinements to existing flow charts
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were discussed. This did not prove to be useful, because it required translating

procedural knowledge into a dependency model. The translation could not be any

better than the original and the advantages of belief networks was lost. As a

result, limiting discussion to specific concepts, rather than procedure, removed this

wasted translation time. It was also useful to discuss test and repair options

relative to the types of failure options being looked at. This focused the

knowledge engineering effort to a specific domain. After a general belief network

of dependencies was developed, it was useful to methodically step back through it

to fill in any blanks that existed.

I. Discuss possible failure modes by component, test type, or other obvious way
of categorizing failure groups.

2. Discuss testing possibilities by association with types of failing components.
3. Discuss repair possibilities by association with types of failing components.
4. Refine dependencies between failures, tests, and components.

Table 19 Knowledge Engineering Machine Diagnosis Guidelines

Another important aspect of knowledge engineering was to decide how

much knowledge was important. It appeared that understanding the why and how

of a failure or repair at the surface level was important to problem understanding.

Not understanding the why or the how made for a model lacking robustness.

However, it was easy to wander tangentially onto the why and how of problems

not involved in the problem being diagnosed. Thus, it is important to avoid

investigating problems just out of curiosity.
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Continuation

The future of a diagnostic system like this one looks bright, but it still

seems to be just around the corner. In this specific case, modelling the test code

and the tester machine in a belief network has the potential to evolve into an

effective diagnostic aid for Hewlett Packard.

As a knowledge engineering tool the belief network approach has a number

of advantages over a procedural approach. Belief networks avoid the complexities

of procedure and allow the focus to be on the more critical interdependencies of

tests, repairs, and component failure modes. Belief networks also allow a means

of resolving procedure without having to explicitly map it, which makes knowledge

engineering simpler.

However, the computational time cost of the probability calculations

restricted the implementation of this modelling effort. Much of the time invested

in this research was spent trying to test approximations to a more complete model.

The next phase of this research should be to develop approximate methods

to speed network evaluation in order to more fully take advantage of the models

created in this research. Once processing time has been reduced enough to allow
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more complete modelling, larger models can be created, and knowledge

engineering can continue and try to meet the requirements of Hewlett Packard's

diagnostic needs more effectively.
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APPENDIX

Belief Net (LISP code)

(use-package "SPI")

(defun make-boole-dist-name (var-name)
(intern (format nil "D- a" var-name)))

(defun make-dist-name (prefix time)
(intern (format nil " s s" prefix time)))

(defvar *ok*)
(defvar *dirty*)
(defvar *install*)
(defvar *broke*)
(setf *ok* '0.9)
(setf *dirty* '0.04)
(setf *install* '0.03)
(setf *broke* (- 1 (+ *ok* *dirty* *install*)))
(defvar *inspl*)
(setf *inspl* '0.7)
(defvar *insp2*)
(setf *insp2* 0.8)

(defun make-init-vars 0

7777/777977/7779

;; Fail-Type ;;
7799377777777777

(var-1 0) `(sf df nf) 0)
(exp-1 `(fail 0) `fail -0-exp)
(dist-1 `fail -0-exp '(((fail 0) sf df nf)) 0 '((0 0.33 0.33
0.34)))

1777777717777777

;; Components ;;
7/777777777757,7

;; load board ;;

(var-1 '(lb 0) '(ok dirty install broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(lb 0) `lb-0-exp)
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(dist-1 `lb-0-exp '(((lb 0) ok dirty install broke)) 0
`((0 ,*ok* ,*dirty* ,*install* ,*broke*)))

(var-1 '(1b-repair 0) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 `(lb- repair 0) `lb-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `lb-repair-0-exp '(((lb-repair 0) replace clean fix none))

0 '((0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 0) '(ok bad) '((lb 0)))
(exp-1 0) `lb-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `lb-bin-0-exp '(((lb-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((lb 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; thin pogo block ;;
(var-1 `(thin-pb 0) '(ok dirty broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(thin-pb 0) `thin-pb-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thin-pb-0-exp '(((thin-pb 0) ok dirty broke)) 0

,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok* *broke*) ,*broke*)))
(var-1 `(thin-pb-repair 0) `(replace clean none) 0)
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-repair 0) `thin-pb-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thin-pb-repair-0-exp '(((thin-pb-repair 0) replace clean
none))

0 '((0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 `(thin-pb-bin 0) '(ok bad) '((thin-pb 0)))
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-bin 0) `thin-pb-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thin-pb-bin-0-exp '(((thin-pb-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((thin-pb 0) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; thick pogo block ;;

(var-1 `(thick-pb 0) '(ok dirty broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(thick-pb 0) `thick-pb-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thick-pb-0-exp '(((thick-pb 0) ok dirty broke)) 0

,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok* *broke*) ,*broke*)))
(var-1 `(thick-pb-repair 0) `(replace clean none) 0)
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-repair 0) `thick-pb-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thick-pb-repair-0-exp `(((thick -pb-repair 0) replace clean
none))

0 '((0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))
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(var-1 `(thick-pb-bin 0) '(ok bad) '((thick-pb 0)))
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-bin 0) `thick-pb-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thick-pb-bin-0-exp '(((thick-pb-bin 0)

`(((thick-pb 0) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; metalized wafer ;;

ok bad))

(var-1 '(wafer 0) '(ok dirty install broke) 0)
(exp-1 '(wafer 0) `wafer-0-exp)
(dist-1 `wafer-0-exp '(((wafer 0) ok dirty install broke)) 0

`((() ,*ok* ,*dirty* ,*install* ,*broke*)))
(var-1 '(wafer-repair 0) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 '(wafer-repair 0) `wafer-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `wafer-repair-0-exp V(wafer-repair 0) replace clean fix

none))
0 V() 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 '(wafer-bin 0) '(ok bad) `((wafer 0)))
(exp-1 '(wafer-bin 0) `wafer-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `wafer-bin-0-exp '(((wafer-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((wafer 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; probe card ;;

(var-1 `(pc 0) '(ok dirty install broke dirty-tips) 0)
(exp-1 `(pc 0) `pc-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pc-0-exp '(((pc 0) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips)) 0

`((() ,*ok* ,(/ *dirty* 2) ,*install* ,*broke* ,(/ *dirty* 2))))
(var-1 `(pc-repair 0) `(replace clean fix clean-tips none) 0)
(exp-1 `(pc-repair 0) `pc-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pc-repair-0-exp '(((pc-repair 0) replace clean fix clean-tips none))

0 `((() 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 `(pc-bin 0) '(ok bad) '((pc 0)))
(exp-1 `(pc-bin 0) `pc-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pc-bin-0-exp '(((pc-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((pc 0) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)
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(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke ) 0.0 1.0)
(( dirty-tips) 0.0 1.0)))

;; contactor board ;;
(var-1 `(cb 0) `(ok dirty install broke) ())
(exp-1 `(cb 0) `cb-0-exp)
(dist-1 `cb-0-exp Val 0) ok dirty install broke)) 0

((0 ,*ok* ,*dirty* ,*install* ,*broke*)))
(var-1 `(cb-repair 0) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 `(cb-repair 0) `cb-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `cb-repair-0-exp `(((cb-repair 0) replace clean fix none))

0 `((0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 `(cb-bin 0) `(ok bad) `((cb 0)))
(exp-1 `(cb-bin 0) cb-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `cb-bin-0-exp `(((cb-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((cb 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; pin electronics ;;

(var-1 `(pe 0) `(ok broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(pe 0) `pe-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pe-0-exp `(((pe 0) ok broke)) 0

,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok*))))
(var-1 `(pe-repair 0) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(pe-repair 0) `pe-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pe-repair-0-exp `(((pe-repair 0) replace none))

0 '((0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 `(pe-bin 0) `(ok bad) `((pe 0)))
(exp-1 `(pe-bin 0) `pe-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pe-bin-0-exp `(((pe-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((pe 0) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))
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;; test head screw ;;

(var-1 '(th-screw 0) '(ok broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(th-screw 0) `th-screw-0-exp)
(dist-1 `th-screw-0-exp '(((th-screw 0) ok broke)) 0

`((0 ,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok*))))
(var-1 '(th-screw-repair 0) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(th-screw-repair 0) `th-screw-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `th-screw-repair-0-exp '(((th-screw-repair 0) replace
none))

0 '((0 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 '(th-screw-bin 0) `(ok bad) '((th-screw 0)))
(exp-1 '(th-screw-bin 0) `th-screw-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `th-screw-bin-0-exp '(((th-screw-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((th-screw 0) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; shorted-probe-card ;;

(var-1 `(shorted-pc 0) '(ok broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(shorted-pc 0) `shorted-pc-0-exp)
(dist-1 `shorted-pc-0-exp '(((shorted-pc 0) ok broke)) 0

`((0 ,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok*))))
(var-1 `(shorted-pc-repair 0) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(shorted-pc-repair 0) `shorted-pc-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 `shorted-pc-repair-0-exp '(((shorted-pc-repair 0) replace none))

0 '((() 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 `(shorted-pc-bin 0) '(ok bad) '((shorted-pc 0)))
(exp-1 `(shorted-pc-bin 0) `shorted-pc-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 `shorted-pc-bin-0-exp '(((shorted-pc-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((shorted -pc 0) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; sdut ;;

(var-1 `(sdut 0) '(ok broke) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut 0) 'sdut-0-exp)
(dist-1 'sdut-0-exp '(((sdut 0) ok broke)) 0

`((0 ,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok*))))
(var-1 `(sdut-repair 0) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut-repair 0) 'sdut-repair-0-exp)
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(dist-1 'sdut-repair-0-exp '(((sdut-repair 0) replace none))
0 '((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(sdut-bin 0) '(ok bad) '((sdut 0)))
(exp-1 `(sdut-bin 0) 'sdut-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 'sdut-bin-0-exp '(((sdut-bin 0) ok bad))

`(((sdut 0) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; carbide pad ;;

(var-1 `(carbide-pad 0) '(ok dirty) 0)
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad 0) 'carbide-pad-0-exp)
(dist-1 'carbide-pad-0-exp '(((carbide-pad 0) ok dirty)) 0

,*ok* ,(- 1 *ok*))))
(var-1 `(carbide-pad-bin 0) '(ok bad) `((carbide -pad 0)))
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad-bin 0) 'carbide-pad-bin-0-exp)
(dist-1 'carbide-pad-bin-0-exp `(((carbide pad -bin 0) ok bad))

`(((carbide-pad 0) ok dirty))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty) 0.0 1.0)))
(var-1 '(carbide-pad-repair 0) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad-repair 0) 'carbide-pad-repair-0-exp)
(dist-1 'carbide-pad-repair-0-exp '(((carbide-pad-repair 0) replace
none))

0 '((() 0.0 1.0)))

;; Tests ;;
3,)))))1))))

(var-1 `(rock- test -head -act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(rock-test-head-act 0) `rock-test-head-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 rock-test-head-act-0-exp

`(((rock-test-head-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(rock-test-head 0) '(affect no-affect) '((th-screw-bin 0)))
(exp-1 `(rock-test-head 0) `rock-test-head-0-exp)
(dist-1 `rock-test-head-0-exp '(((rock-test-head 0) affect
no-affect))

`(((th-screw-bin 0) ok bad))
`((( ok ) 0.000 1.000)

(( bad) 1.000
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0.000)))
(var-1 '(1b-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 '(1b-inspect-act 0) lb-inspect-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `lb-inspect-act-0-exp

`(((lb-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((() 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 '(lb-inspect 0) '(ok dirty install) '((lb 0)))
(exp-1 `(lb- inspect 0) lb-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `lb-inspect-0-exp '(((lb-inspect 0) ok dirty install))

`(((lb 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(var-1 `(thin-pb-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-inspect-act 0) `thin-pb-inspect-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thin-pb-inspect-act-0-exp

`(((thin-pb-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(thin-pb-inspect 0) '(ok dirty ) '((thin-pb 0)))
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-inspect 0) `thin-pb-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thin-pb-inspect-0-exp '(((thin-pb-inspect 0) ok dirty
))

`(((thin-pb 0) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0)))

(var-1 `(thick-pb-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-inspect-act 0) `thick-pb-inspect-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thick-pb-inspect-act-0-exp

`(((thick-pb-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(thick-pb-inspect 0) '(ok dirty ) '((thick-pb 0)))
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-inspect 0) `thick-pb-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `thick-pb-inspect-0-exp '(((thick-pb-inspect 0) ok dirty
))

`(((thick-pb 0) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0)))

(var-1 `(cb-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(cb-inspect-act 0) 'cb-inspect-act-0-exp)
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(dist-1 'cb-inspect-act-0-exp
`(((cb-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(cb-inspect 0) '(ok dirty install) '((cb 0)))
(exp-1 `(cb-inspect 0) 'cb-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 'cb-inspect-0-exp '(((cb-inspect 0) ok dirty install))

`Ma) 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(var-1 '(wafer-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 '(wafer-inspect-act 0) `wafer-inspect-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `wafer-inspect-act-0-exp

`(((wafer-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 '(wafer-inspect 0) '(ok dirty install) '((wafer 0)))
(exp-1 '(wafer-inspect 0) `wafer-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `wafer-inspect-0-exp '(((wafer-inspect 0) ok dirty install))

`(((wafer 0) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(var-1 `(pc-inspect-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(pc-inspect-act 0) `pc-inspect-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pc-inspect-act-0-exp

`(((pc-inspect-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(pc-inspect 0) '(ok dirty install) '((pc 0)))
(exp-1 `(pc-inspect 0) `pc-inspect-0-exp)
(dist-1 `pc-inspect-0-exp '(((pc-inspect 0) ok dirty install))

`(((pc 0) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( dirty-tips) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(var-1 `(metalized-wafer-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(metalized-wafer-act 0) `metalized-wafer-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `metalized-wafer-act-0-exp

`(((metalized-wafer-act 0) yes no)) 0
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`((() 0.0 1.0)))
(noisy-var-1 '(inetalized-wafer 0) Vail pass)

`(((lb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((thin-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((thick-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((wafer-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pc-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((th-screw-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(var-1 `(shorted-probe-card-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(shorted-probe-card-act 0) `shorted-probe-card-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 `shorted-probe-card-act-0-exp

`(((shorted-probe-card-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(noisy-var-1 `(shorted-probe-card 0) Vail pass)
`(((lb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((thin-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((thick-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((th-screw-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((shorted-pc-bin 0)(bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(var-1 `(sdut-load-board-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut-load-board-act 0) 'sdut-load-board-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 'sdut-load-board-act-0-exp

`(((sdut-load-board-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(noisy-var-1 `(sdut-load-board 0) Vail pass)
`(((lb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((thin-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((sdut-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(var-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board-act 0) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board-act 0)
` sdut-replace-load-board-act-0-exp)
(dist-1 'sdut-replace-load-board-act-0-exp

`(((sdut-replace-load-board-act 0) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))



(noisy-var-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board 0) Vail pass)
`(((thin-pb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((cb-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((sdut-bin 0) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)

(defun make-vars (time &aux (prey (1- time)))

777/777777777977

;; Fail-Type ;;

)7771775779777/7

(add-var-1 ,time) `(sf df nf) 0)
(exp-1 Vail ,time) (make-dist-name `fail -exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `fail -exp time)

`(((fail ,time) sf df nf)) 0
`((0 0.33 0.33 0.34)))

777,797777779777

;; Components ;;
99777777/7977779

;; load board ;;

(add-var-1 `(lb ,time) '(ok dirty install broke) '((lb-repair
,prev)

(lb ,prev)))
(exp-1 '(113 ,time) (make-dist-name `lb-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `lb-exp time)

`(((lb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`(((lb-repair ,prev) replace clean fix none)

((lb ,prev) ok dirty install broke))
replace ok ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)

(( replace dirty ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace install) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace broke ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
((
((
((
((
((

clean ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
clean dirty ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
clean install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
clean broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
fix ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
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((
((

fix
fix

dirty )

install)
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)

(( fix broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
(( none ok ) .99 0.004 0.002 0.004)
(( none dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( none install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
(( none broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)

))
(add-var-1 '(1b-repair ,time) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 `(lb- repair ,time) (make-dist-name `lb-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name lb-repair-exp time)

`(((lb-repair ,time) replace clean fix none)) 0
`40 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 '(1b-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((lb ,time)))
(exp-1 '(1b-bin ,time) (make-dist-name lb-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `lb-bin-exp time)

`(((lb-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((lb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; thin pogo block ;;

(add-var-1 `(thin-pb ,time) '(ok dirty broke)
`((thin-pb-repair ,prev) (thin-pb ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(thin-pb ,time) (make-dist-name `thin-pb-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'thin-pb-exp time)

`(((thin-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`(((thin-pb-repair ,prev) replace clean none)

((thin-pb ,prev) ok dirty broke))
`((( replace ok ) .97 0.02 0.01)

(( replace dirty ) .97 0.02 0.01)
(( replace broke ) .97 0.02 0.01)
(( clean ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( clean dirty ) .97 0.02 0.01)
(( clean broke ) 0.0 0.0 1.0)
(( none ok ) .99 0.006 0.004)
(( none dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0)
(( none broke ) 0.0 0.0 1.0)

))
(add-var-1 `(thin-pb-repair ,time) `(replace clean none) 0)
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(exp-1 `(thin-pb-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `thin-pb-repair-exp
time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thin-pb-repair-exp time)

`(((thin-pb-repair ,time) replace clean none)) 0
`((() 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(thin-pb-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((thin-pb ,time)))
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `thin-pb-bin-exp

time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thin-pb-bin-exp time)

`(((thin-pb-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((thin-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; thick pogo block ;;

(add-var-1 `(thick-pb ,time) '(ok dirty broke)
`((thick-pb-repair ,prev) (thick-pb ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(thick-pb ,time) (make-dist-name `thick-pb-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thick-pb-exp time)

`(((thick-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`(((thick-pb-repair ,prev) replace clean none)

((thick-pb ,prev) ok dirty broke))
`((( replace ok ) .97 0.02 0.01)

(( replace dirty ) .97 0.02 0.01)
(( replace broke ) .97 0.0 0.0)
(( clean ok ) 1.0 0.02 0.01)
(( clean dirty ) .97 0.02 0.01)
(( clean broke ) 0.0 0.0 1.0)

none ok ) .99 0.006 0.004)
(( none dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0)
(( none broke ) 0.0 0.0 1.0)

))
(add-var-1 `(thick-pb-repair ,time) `(replace clean none) 0)
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-repair ,time) (make-dist-name

`thick-pb-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thick-pb-repair-exp time)

`(((thick-pb-repair ,time) replace clean none)) 0
`((0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(thick-pb-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((thick-pb ,time)))
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `thick-pb-bin-exp

time))
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(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thick-pb-bin-exp time)
`(((thick-pb-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((thick-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; wafer ;;

(add-var-1 lwafer ,time) '(ok dirty install broke)
`((wafer-repair ,prev) (wafer ,prev)))

(exp-1 '(wafer ,time) (make-dist-name `wafer-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `wafer-exp time)

`(((wafer ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`(((wafer-repair ,prev) replace clean fix none)

((wafer ,prev) ok dirty install broke))
`((( replace ok .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)

(( replace dirty .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace install) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace broke ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((

clean ok 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
clean dirty ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
clean install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
clean broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
fix ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
fix dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
fix install) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)

fix broke 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
none ok .99 0.004 0.002 0.004)
none dirty 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
none install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
none broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)

))
(add-var-1 '(wafer-repair ,time) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 '(wafer-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `wafer-repair-exp

time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `wafer-repair-exp time)

`(((wafer-repair ,time) replace clean fix none)) 0
V() 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 '(wafer-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((wafer ,time)))
(exp-1 '(wafer-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `wafer-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `wafer-bin-exp time)

`(((wafer-bin ,time) ok bad))



`(((wafer ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)
(( install ) 0.0 1.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; probe card ;;

(add -var -i `(pc ,time) '(ok dirty install broke dirty-tips)
`apc-repair ,prev) (pc ,prev) (carbide-pad ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(pc ,time) (make-dist-name `pc-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pc-exp time)

`(((pc ,time) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips))
`(((pc-repair ,prev) replace clean fix clean-tips none)

((pc ,prev) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips)
((carbide-pad ,prev) ok dirty))

`((( replace ok ok) 0.96
(( replace dirty ok) 0.96
(( replace install ok) 0.96
(( replace broke ok) 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
(( replace dirty-tips ok) 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)

clean ok ok)
clean dirty ok)
clean install ok)
clean broke ok)
clean dirty-tips ok)
fix ok ok)
fix dirty ok)
fix install ok)
fix broke ok)
fix dirty-tips ok)
clean-tips ok ok)
clean-tips dirty ok)
clean-tips install ok)
clean-tips broke ok)
clean-tips dirty-tips ok)
none ok ok)
none dirty ok)
none
none
none
replace
replace

install ok)
broke ok)
dirty-tips ok)
ok dirty)
dirty dirty)

1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)

1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.99 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002)
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
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replace
replace
replace
clean
clean
clean
clean

install
broke

dirty) 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
dirty) 0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)

dirty-tips dirty)
ok dirty)
dirty dirty)
install dirty)
broke dirty)

clean dirty-tips dirty)
fix ok dirty)
fix dirty dirty)
fix install dirty)
fix broke dirty)
fix dirty-tips dirty)
clean-tips ok dirty)
clean-tips dirty dirty)
clean-tips install dirty)
clean-tips broke dirty)
clean-tips dirty-tips dirty)
none ok dirty)
none dirty dirty)
none install dirty)
none broke dirty)
none dirty-tips dirty)

0.96 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01)
1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.03 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
1.00
0.00
1.00 0.00

0.00
1.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00)

0.00)
0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
0.99 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002)
0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00)
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00)

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00)
))
(add-var-1 `(pc-repair ,time) `(replace clean fix clean-tips none) 0)
(exp-1 `(pc-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `pc-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pc-repair-exp time)

V(pc-repair ,time) replace clean fix clean-tips none)) 0
`((0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(pc-bin ,time) `(ok bad) `((pc ,time)))
(exp-1 `(pc-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `pc-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pc-bin-exp time)

`(((pc-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((pc ,time) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips))

ok ) 1.0 0.0)
dirty ) 0.0 1.0)

install ) 0.0 1.0)
broke ) 0.0 1.0)

dirty-tips) 0.0 1.0)))

;; contactor board ;;

(add-var-1 `(cb ,time) '(ok dirty install broke)
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`((cb- repair ,prev) (cb ,prev)))
(exp-1 `(cb ,time) (make-dist-name `cb-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `cb-exp time)

`(((cb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`(((cb-repair ,prev) replace clean fix none)

((cb ,prev) ok dirty install broke))
`((( replace ok )

(( replace dirty )

(( replace install)
(( replace broke ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((
((

))
(add-var-1 `(cb- repair ,time) `(replace clean fix none) 0)
(exp-1 `(cb-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `cb-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `cb-repair-exp time)

`(((cb- repair ,time) replace clean fix none)) 0
`((0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(cb-bin ,time) `(ok bad) `((cb ,time)))
(exp-1 `(cb-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `cb-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `cb-bin-exp time)

`(((cb-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((cb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok

((
((
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

.97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
.97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
.97 0.01 0.01 0.01)

clean ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 )
clean dirty ) .97 0.01 0.01 0.01)
clean install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
clean broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
fix ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
fix dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
fix install) 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0)
fix broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)
none ok ) .99 0.004 0.002 0.004)
none dirty ) 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0)
none install) 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0)
none broke ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0)

) 1.0 0.0)
dirty ) 0.0 1.0)

install ) 0.0 1.0)

;; pin electronics ;;

(add-var-1 `(pe ,time) `(ok broke)
`((pe-repair ,prev) (pe ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(pe ,time) (make-dist-name `pe-exp time))
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(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pe-exp time)
`(((pe ,time) ok broke))

`4@e-repair ,prev) replace none)
((pe ,prev) ok broke ))

`((( replace ok ) 0.97 0.03)
(( replace broke ) 0.97 0.03)
(( none ok ) 0.99 0.01)
(( none broke ) 0.00 1.00)

))
(add-var-1 `(pe-repair ,time) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(pe-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `pe-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pe-repair-exp time)

`(((pe-repair ,time) replace none)) 0
`40 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(pe-bin ,time) `(ok bad) '((pe ,time)))
(exp-1 `(pe-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `pe-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pe-bin-exp time)

`(((pe-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((pe ,time) ok broke))

ok ) 1.0 0.0)
(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; test head screw ;;

(add -var -i `(th-screw ,time) `(ok broke)
`((th-screw-repair ,prev) (th-screw ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(th-screw ,time) (make-dist-name `th-screw-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `th-screw-exp time)

(((th-screw ,time) ok broke))
`(((th-screw-repair ,prev) replace none)

((th-screw ,prev) ok broke))
`((( replace ok ) .97 0.03)

(( replace broke ) .97 0.03)
(( none ok ) .99 0.01)
(( none broke ) 0.0 1.0)

))
(add-var-1 `(th-screw-repair ,time) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 '(th-screw-repair ,time) (make-dist-name

`th-screw-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `th-screw-repair-exp time)

`(((th-screw-repair ,time) replace none)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(th-screw-bin ,time) `(ok bad) `((th-screw ,time)))
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(exp-1 (th- screw-bin ,time) (make-dist-name th-screw -bin-exp
time))

(dist-1 (make-dist-name `th-screw-bin-exp time)
`(((th-screw-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((th-screw ,time) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))
;; shorted-probe-card ;;

(add-var-1 `(shorted-pc-bad ,time) `(yes no) '((shorted-probe-card-act ,prev)
(fail ,time)))

(exp-1 `(shorted-pc-bad ,time) (make-dist-name 'shorted-pc-bad time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'shorted-pc-bad time)

`(((shorted-pc-bad ,time) yes no))
`(((shorted-probe-card-act ,prev) yes no)

((fail ,time) sf df nf))
`((( yes sf ) 0.0 1.0)

(( yes df ) 0.97 0.03)
(( yes nf) 0.0 1.0)
(( no sf ) 0.0 1.0)
(( no df ) 0.0 1.0)
(( no nf) 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(shorted-pc ,time) '(ok broke) '((shorted-pc ,prev)
(shorted-pc-repair ,prev) (shorted-pc-bad ,time)))

(exp-1 `(shorted-pc ,time) (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-exp time) '(((shorted-pc ,time) ok broke))

`(((shorted -pc ,prev) ok broke)
((shorted-pc-repair ,prev) replace none)
((shorted-pc-bad ,time) yes no))

`((( ok replace yes ) 0.90 0.10)
(( broke replace yes ) 0.90 0.10)
(( ok none yes ) 0.00 1.00)
(( broke none yes ) 0.00 1.00)
(( ok replace no) 0.99 0.01)
(( broke replace no) 0.99 0.01)
(( ok none no) 0.99 0.01)
(( broke none no) 0.00 1.00)))

(add-var-1 `(shorted-pc-repair ,time) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(shorted-pc-repair ,time) (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-repair-exp time)

`(((shorted-pc-repair ,time) replace none)) () '((0 0.0 1.0)))
(add-var-1 `(shorted-pc-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((shorted-pc ,time)))
(exp-1 `(shorted-pc-bin ,time) (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-bin-exp time))
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(dist-1 (make-dist-name `shorted-pc-bin-exp time)
`(((shorted-pc-bin ,time) ok bad))

`(((shorted-pc ,time) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; sdut ;;

(add-var-1 `(sdut-bad ,time) `(yes no) '((sdut-load-board-act ,prev)
(fail ,time)))

(exp-1 `(sdut-bad ,time) (make-dist-name 'sdut-bad time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-bad time)

`(((sdut-bad ,time) yes no))
`(((sdut-load-board-act ,prev) yes no)

((fail ,time) sf df nf))
`((( yes sf ) 0.0 1.0)

(( yes df ) 0.97 0.03)
(( yes nf) 0.0 1.0)
(( no sf ) 0.0 1.0)
(( no df ) 0.0 1.0)
(( no nf) 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(sdut ,time) '(ok broke) '((sdut ,prev)
(sdut-repair ,prev) (sdut-bad ,time)))

(exp-1 `(sdut ,time) (make-dist-name 'sdut-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-exp time) '(((sdut ,time) ok broke))

`(((sdut ,prev) ok broke)
((sdut-repair ,prev) replace none)
((sdut-bad ,time) yes no))

`((( ok replace yes ) 0.90 0.10)
(( broke replace yes ) 0.90 0.10)
(( ok none yes ) 0.00 1.00)
(( broke none yes ) 0.00 1.00)
(( ok replace no) 0.99 0.01)
(( broke replace no) 0.99 0.01)
(( ok none no) 0.99 0.01)
(( broke none no) 0.00 1.00)))

(add-var-1 `(sdut-repair ,time) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut-repair ,time) (make-dist-name 'sdut-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-repair-exp time)

`(((sdut-repair ,time) replace none)) 0 '((0 0.0 1.0)))
(add-var-1 `(sdut-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((sdut ,time)))
(exp-1 `(sdut-bin ,time) (make-dist-name 'sdut-bin-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-bin-exp time)
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`(((sdut-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((sdut ,time) ok broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( broke) 0.0 1.0)))

;; carbide pad ;;

(add-var-1 `(carbide-pad-bad ,time) `(ok bad)
`((fail ,time) (pc-repair ,prev)))

(exp-1 `(carbide-pad-bad ,time) (make-dist-name
`carbide-pad-bad-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'carbide-pad-bad-exp time)

`(((carbide-pad-bad ,time) ok bad))
`(((fail ,time) sf df nf)

((pc-repair ,prev) replace clean fix clean-tips none))
`((( sf replace ) 1.0 0.0)

(( sf clean ) 1.0 0.0)
(( sf fix ) 1.0 0.0)
(( sf clean-tips ) 1.0 0.0)
(( sf none) 1.0 0.0)
(( df replace ) 1.0 0.0)
(( df clean ) 1.0 0.0)
(( df fix ) 1.0 0.0)
(( df clean-tips ) 0.0 1.0)
(( df none) 1.0 0.0)
(( nf replace ) 1.0 0.0)
(( nf clean ) 1.0 0.0)
(( nf fix ) 1.0 0.0)
(( nf clean-tips ) 1.0 0.0)
(( nf none) 1.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 `(carbide-pad ,time) `(ok dirty)
`((carbide- pad repair ,prev) (carbide-pad ,prev)

(carbide-pad-bad ,time)))
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad ,time) (make-dist-name 'carbide-pad-exp
time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'carbide-pad-exp time)

`(((carbide-pad ,time) ok dirty))
`(((carbide-pad-repair ,prev) replace none)

((carbide-pad ,prev) ok dirty)
((carbide-pad-bad ,time) ok bad))
`((( replace ok ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( replace dirty ok ) 1.0 0.0)
(( none ok ok ) 1.0 0.0)
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(( none dirty ok ) 0.0 1.0)
(( replace ok bad) 1.0 0.0)
(( replace dirty bad) 1.0 0.0)
(( none ok bad) 0.0 1.0)
(( none dirty bad) 0.0 1.0)

))
(add -var -i `(carbide- pad repair ,time) `(replace none) 0)
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad-repair ,time) (make-dist-name

`carbide-pad-repair-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'carbide-pad-repair-exp time)

`(((carbide-pad-repair ,time) replace none)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(carbide-pad-bin ,time) '(ok bad) '((carbide-pad
,time)))
(exp-1 `(carbide-pad-bin ,time) (make-dist-name
`carbide-pad-bin-exp

time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'carbide-pad-bin-exp time)

`(((carbide-pad-bin ,time) ok bad))
`(((carbide-pad ,time) ok dirty))

))

`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)
(( dirty ) 0.0 1.0)

799777777777

;; Tests ;;

779779777/77

(add-var-1 `(rock- test -head -act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(rock-test-head-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`rock-test-head-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `rock-test-head-act-exp time)

`(((rock-test-head-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-var-1 `(rock-test-head ,time) '(affect no-affect)
`((th-screw-bin

,time)))
(exp-1 `(rock-test-head ,time) (make-dist-name `rock-test-head-exp
time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `rock-test-head-exp time)

`(((rock-test-head ,time) affect no-affect))
`(((th-screw-bin ,time) ok bad))
`((( ok ) 0.000 1.000)
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(( bad) 1.000
0.000)))
(add-var-1 `(lb- inspect -act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 '(lb-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`lb-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `lb-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((lb-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(lb- inspect ,time) '(ok dirty install) '((lb ,time)))
(exp-1 '(lb-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name `lb-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `lb-inspect-exp time)

`(((lb-inspect ,time) ok dirty install))
`(((lb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 `(thin-pb-inspect-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`thin-pb-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thin-pb-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((thin-pb-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(thin-pb-inspect ,time) '(ok dirty) `((thin-pb
,time)))
(exp-1 `(thin-pb-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name
`thin-pb-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'thin-pb-inspect-exp time)

`(((thin-pb-inspect ,time) ok dirty ))
`(((thin-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 `(thick-pb-inspect-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`thick-pb-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thick-pb-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((thick -pb-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(thick-pb-inspect ,time) '(ok dirty ) '((thick-pb
,time)))
(exp-1 `(thick-pb-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name
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`thick-pb-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `thick-pb-inspect-exp time)

`(((thick-pb-inspect ,time) ok dirty ))
`(((thick-pb ,time) ok dirty broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 )

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* )
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 )))

(add-var-1 `(cb-inspect-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(cb-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`cb-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'cb-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((cb-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((() 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 `(cb-inspect ,time) '(ok dirty install) `((cb ,time)))
(exp-1 `(cb-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name 'cb-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'cb-inspect-exp time)

`(((cb-inspect ,time) ok dirty install))
`(((cb ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 '(wafer-inspect-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 '(wafer-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`wafer-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `wafer-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((wafer-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(var-1 '(wafer-inspect ,time) '(ok dirty install) `((wafer ,time)))
(exp-1 '(wafer-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name `wafer-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `wafer-inspect-exp time)

`(((wafer-inspect ,time) ok dirty install))
`(((wafer ,time) ok dirty install broke))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 `(pc-inspect-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(pc-inspect-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`pc-inspect-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pc-inspect-act-exp time)

`(((pc-inspect-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))
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(var-1 `(pc-inspect ,time) '(ok dirty install) '((pc ,time)))
(exp-1 `(pc-inspect ,time) (make-dist-name `pc-inspect-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `pc-inspect-exp time)

`(((pc-inspect ,time) ok dirty install))
`(((pc ,time) ok dirty install broke dirty-tips))
`((( ok ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)

(( dirty ) ,(- 1 *inspl*) ,*inspl* 0.0)
(( install ) ,(- 1 *insp2*) 0.0 ,*insp2*)
(( broke ) 1.0 0.0 0.0)
(( dirty-tips) 1.0 0.0 0.0)))

(add-var-1 `(metalizal-wafer-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(metalized-wafer-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`metalized-wafer-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `metali7ed-wafer-act-exp time)

`(((metalind-wafer-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-noisy-var-1 `(metalized-wafer ,time) '(fail pass)
`(((lb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((thin-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((thick-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((wafer-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pc-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((th-screw-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(add-var-1 `(shorted-probe-card-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(shorted-probe-card-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`shorted-prohe-card-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name `shorted-probe-card-act-exp time)

`(((shorted-probe-card-act ,time) yes no)) 0
'((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-noisy-var-1 `(shorted-probe-card ,time) Vail pass)
`(((lb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((thin-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((thick-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((th-screw-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((shorted-pc-bin ,time)(bad 1.000) (ok 0.0000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(add-var-1 `(sdut-load-board-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
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(exp-1 `(sdut-load-board-act ,time) (make-dist-name
`sdut-load-board-act-exp time))

(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-load-board-act-exp time)
`(((sdut-load-board-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-noisy-var-1 `(sdut-load-board ,time) `(fail pass)
`(((lb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((thin-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((cb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((sdut ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)
(add-var-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board-act ,time) `(yes no) 0)
(exp-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board-act ,time) (make-dist-name

`sdut-replace-load-board-act-exp time))
(dist-1 (make-dist-name 'sdut-replace-load-board-act-exp time)

`(((sdut-replace-load-board-act ,time) yes no)) 0
`((0 0.0 1.0)))

(add-noisy-var-1 `(sdut-replace-load-board ,time) '(fail pass)
`(((thin-pb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))

((cb-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((pe-bin ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000))
((sdut ,time) (bad 1.000) (ok 0.000)))

:leakage 0.0)

Diagnosis Driver (LISP code)

;; sets up network for time 0

(defun make-time-0 0
(init-net)
(make-init-vars)
(build))

;; moves network forward one time increment,
;; prunes previous time step network, and moves
;; queried variables forward one time increment.
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(defun add-inc 0
(setf *time-inc* (+ *time-inc* 1))
(if ( > *time-inc* 1) (spi::prune (- *time-inc* 2) :priors :terms))
(make-vars *time-inc*)
(extend)
(init-add-time -inc *time-inc*)

(defun init-add-time-inc (time)
(setf *observables-time* (add-time-inc *observables* time))
(setf *repairs-time* (add-time-inc *repairs* time))
(setf *queries-time* (add-time-inc *queries* time))
(setf *bin-time* (add-time-inc *bin* time))

(defun add-time-inc (vars time)
(cond

((null vars) 'nil)
(t (cons (list (first vars) time) (add-time-inc (rest vars) time)))))

;; all-inc queries current and previous prior of a
;; variable. inc queries current prior of
;; observables and queries.
))/5,,,,,,,,, 31)))/1///)99/1/),593,,,,,,,,,WWWWW3)))9999,,,,,I),

(defun all-inc (var)
(list (drive (list (list var (- *time-inc* 1))))

(drive (list (list var *time-inc*)))))

(defun inc 0
(init-add-time-inc *time-inc*)
(print (drive *observables-time*))
(print (drive *queries-time*))
nil)

(defun drive (name)
(cond

((null name) 'nil)
(t (cons (list (first name) (sel (tcs-p (list (first name)))))

(drive (rest name))))))
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(defun sel (ped)
(cond

((equal (length (spi::n-array ped)) 2) (one ped))
((equal (length (spi::n-array ped)) 3) (two ped))
((equal (length (spi::n-array ped)) 4) (three ped))
((equal (length (spi::n-array ped)) 5) (four ped))
(t (print "error"))))

(defun one (prob)
(format nil "( 4,2f 4,2f)" (aref (spi::n-array prob) 0)

(aref (spi::n-array prob) 1)))

(defun two (prob)
(format nil "( 4,2f

(defun three (prob)
(format nil "( 4,2f

4,2f 4,20" (aref (spi::n-array prob) 0)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 1)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 2)))

4,2f 4,2f 4,20"
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 0)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 1)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 2)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 3)))

(defun four (prob)
(format nil "( 4,2f 4,2f 4,2f 4,2f 4,20"

(aref (spi::n-array prob) 0)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 1)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 2)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 3)
(aref (spi::n-array prob) 4)))

337/7))),/,,,,,,//111191,1,11,91)))95/),///
;; sets repair nodes to "none" for no repair action, which
;; speeds processing.

(defun set-repairs (repairs)
(dolist (repair repairs)
;; (observe `((,repair ,(- *time-inc* 1)) none))))
))
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)))))//3,,,,,,,,,,,,,,77/3779)///))/7799))7//),,,,,,,,,,,,,,79//////511/),
;; "Best" drives diagnostic loop.

sets up network for time 0.
iterates check for a repair and then
make a test.

99991/9,79/97,9)))/33/1)//3399931)/99999///,9/91),19/99)/7//),,,,,,,,,,,,,

(defun best 0
(make-time-0)
(init-add-time-inc '0)
(defvar *time-inc*)
(setf *time-inc* '0)
(loop

(setf *time-inc* (+ *time-inc* 1))
(if ( > *time-inc* 1) (spi::prune (- *time-inc* 2) :priors :terms))
(add-time)
(let ((repair (make-repair *queries*)))

(if (equal repair nil)
(set-repairs *repairs*)
(make-repairs repair *repairs*)))

(let ((tes (pick-a-test *observables*)))
(print tes)
(if (equal (second tes) "q") (return))
(observe- -tests tes)

(if (not (equal 'nil (member (first (first tes)) *tests*))) (fail)))))

;; adds next network time increment.
)//99)/1999)1/)))//,/,,,,,,,,,,,f7WWWWW),/),/,,,,,,,f9/777,7759,

(defun add-time 0
(make-vars *time-inc*)
(extend))
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/77,7777,7 77,,,,777,,,77777 ,77,7,,,,,7,,,,,,,,7777,777,7,,,7,,,7,,,,7,
;; calls function to pick a test, loads a message,
;; calls function to update state, updates state,
;; and calls function to enter test results.
))))7)/995,97/59)////1 f 9,,15591/1139157/7/19)/17/191))/99/5)))/3,),91/73/)

(defun pick-a-test (in)
(let ((b-test (best-test (add-time-inc in (- *time-inc* 1)))))

(load (second (assoc (first b-test) *text-screens*)))
(update-state (first b-test))
(list b-test

(test-result (second (second (assoc (first b-test) *test-vars*)))))))

;; Finds next best test
/1))))),,,,,, 331))99///),))))////)7,9)))1),WWWW/I)))))////,),/

(defun best-test (tests &aux best-test best-value)
(dolist (test tests best-test)

(let ((t-value (value-of-in test *state*)))
(if (or (null best-value) ( < t-value best-value))

(setf best-value t-value best-test test)))))

/77,,,,,,,,777,17/1/7/77,17,77,75,77,77,777771,,,,,,,,,,,,,71,77,77,75791,
;; Calculates test value by equating entropy
;; and state value with the constant *cost*.

(defun value-of-in (test state)
(let ((ent (entropy test))(cost (cost-of (spi::find-spi-var test) state)))
(format t % a entropy ( 6,30 state-cost ( 4,3f) total (-5,21)"

test (* *cost* ent) cost (+ (* *cost* ent) cost))
(+ (* *cost* ent) cost)))

///),,,,,,,,,,,,,)/79/9)))/7),,,WWW///),,W1))55/7779))),W))//,),
;; Calculates state cost

) 9/7/7/),,,,,,,119)117,9,399,1))77)))9999/177/7)93/7)

(defun cost-of (test state &aux (cost 0))
(let ((test-needs

(cdr (assoc (first (spi::spi-var-name test)) *test-needs *))))
(setf test-needs

(append (short (loop-cost state test-needs *state-costs*))
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test-needs))
(dolist (need test-needs cost)

(let ((current (assoc (first need) state)))
(if (and (not (eq (second need) `-))

(not (eq (second need) (second current))))
(progn (setf cost (+ cost

(second (assoc (first need) *state-costs*))))
(setf state (next-state need state))))))))

(defun short (long)
(cond

((null long) nil)
((equal (first long) nil) (short (rest long)))
(t (cons (first long) (short (rest long))))))

(defun next-state (need state)
(cond
((null state) nil)
((null need) state)
((equal (first need) (first (first state)))

(cons need (next-state 'nil (rest state))))
(t (cons (first state) (next-state need (rest state))))))

(defun loop-cost (currents goals costs)
(cond

((null currents) nil)
(t (cons (ok currents goals costs) (loop-cost (rest currents) goals

costs)))))

(defun ok (currents goals costs)
(let ((current (first currents))

(goal (assoc (first (first currents)) goals))
(addit (assoc (first (first currents)) *int-state-costs*)))

(if (and (and (not (equal current goal))
(not (equal addit nil)))

(not (equal (second goal) '-)))
(second addit) nil)))
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/77771)77/5/773777777777737777,79977777777779,7977777777779353779777/77773
;; Sets new state.

77)77/77777)7777/7777/77777777771777777777777777/7/77777777777777771777777

(defun update-state (test)
(setf *state* (update-state-1 *state* (rest (assoc test *test-needs*)))))

(defun update-state-1 (state-p state-n)
(cond

((null state-p) nil)
((not (atom (second (first state-n))))

(cons (list (first (first state-n)) (second (second (first state-n))))
(update-state-1 (rest state-p) (rest state-n))))

((or (equal (first state-p) (first state-n))
(equal (second (first state-n)) '-))
(cons (first state-p) (update-state-1 (rest state-p) (rest state-n))))

(t (cons (first state-n) (update-state-1 (rest state-p) (rest
state-n))))))

7,77577777,757/777777777797777777777777777777777577/777779777777777797/177
;; calculates entropy cost
7777/77777757/77777777777777777777777777777117717777777779777777777777)197

( defun entropy (test &aux (entropy 0.0))
(let ((values (spi::n-array (if ( < *time-inc* 2) (p (list test))

(tcs-p (list test))))))
(dolist (val (make-1 values) entropy)

(incf entropy
(if ( > val 0.0) (+ (* val (log val))) 0.0)))))

(defun make-1 (values)
(let ((result nil))

(dotimes (count (length values) result)
(setf result (cons (aref values count) result)))))

7777/77)77577777177/397757777777777777/777))))7777777777/57777/77777777777
;; Observes test results
7777/777777/77771777777777 71777771,777117171777779777777177717777 7177777/7

( defun observe-tests (input)
(observe `(,(first input) ,(second input)))
(observe `((,(make-dist-name (first (first input)) '-act)

,(- *time-inc* 1)) yes))
(set-tests (remove-tests input)))
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77777/1797777)771)7757777777/77777775/5777)7777799777/797777777775)/7777,7
;; Asks operator for test results.
777777777777)))/77777)77)7)77777977777)977,9))9/99911155515555555577777777

(defun test-result (test-vars)
(loop
(let ((result 'nil)(in 'nil))
(cond

((= (length test-vars) 1)
(format t " % Please enter % %(Q)uit %(1) a %-"
(first (first test-vars))))

((= (length test-vars) 2)
(format t " % Please enter % %(Q)uit %(1) a %(2) a %-"
(first (first test-vars)) (first (second test-vars))))

((= (length test-vars) 3)
(format t " % Please enter % %(Q)uit %(1) a %(2) a %(3) a %-"
(first (first test-vars)) (first (second test-vars))
(first (third test-vars)))))

(setf in (read-line))
(cond

((equal in "inc") (inc))
((equal in "1") (setf result (first (first test-vars))))
((and (equal in "2") (> (length test-vars) 1))

(setf result (first (second test-vars))))
((and (equal in "3") (> (length test-vars) 2))

(setf result (first (third test-vars))))
((equal in "q") (setf result in))
(t 'nil))

(if (not (equal result nil)) (return result)))))

( defun fail 0
(format t " % Please enter % %(1) Same Fail %(2) Different Fail

(3) No Fail %-")
(let ((input (read-line)))
(cond

((equal input "1") (observe `((fail ,*time-inc*) sf)))
((equal input "2") (observe `((fail ,*time-inc*) df)))
((equal input "3") (observe `((fail ,*time-inc*) nf)))

)))
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19715 71157177791777993777777777,77777777777797/777777777777777717777/777
;; Decides if a repair should be made
1717777777777777/7777777777777777777/7777779779973777917777777771977777777

(defun make-repair (comp-bins)
(let ((result nil))
(dolist (comp comp-bins result)

(if ( < (aref (spi::n-array (if ( < *time-inc* 2)
(p (list (list (make-dist-name comp '-bin) (- *time-inc* 1))))
(tcs-p (list (list (make-dist-name comp '-bin)

(- *time-inc* 1)))))) 0) 0.1)
(setf result comp)))))

(defun make-repairs (comp repair-nodes)
(let ((repair (select-repair comp)))

(observe `((,(make-dist-name comp '-repair)
,(- *time-inc* 1)) ,(first repair)))

(load (make-dist-name 'r (make-dist-name comp (first repair))))
(update-state (make-dist-name comp (first repair)))
(set-repairs (remove-repair repair-nodes (make-dist-name comp '-repair)))))

( defun remove-repair (repair-nodes comp)
(cond

((null repair-nodes) nil)
((equal (first repair-nodes) comp) (remove-repair (rest repair-nodes) comp))
(t (cons (first repair-nodes) (remove-repair (rest repair-nodes) comp)))))

(defun select-repair (comp)
(let ((repairs (second (assoc (make-dist-name comp '-repair) *repair-list*))))

(let ((result '(none 0.0)) (inc '0))
(dolist (repair repairs result)

(let
((prob (aref (spi::n-array (if ( < *time-inc* 2)

(p (list (list comp (- *time-inc* 1))))
(tcs-p (list (list comp (- *time-inc* 1)))))) inc)))

(setf inc (+ inc 1))
(if ( > prob (second result)) (setf result (list repair prob))))))))

779779/77797977777779,75777/997/W77777775775579715551577/7579915777775,7
;; Sets up global variables.
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51/95,3))))//),),,,,,,33/99933))))))3)))),9)7)/99,79)))995))/),/,59/11791)
;; *cost* = constant relating state and entropy value
;; *tests* = tests requiring fail query
;; *observables* = all tests
;; *queries* = system components
;; *repairs* = repair options
;; *bin* = system component binary nodes
;; *repair-list* = repair options for each

repair node.
;; *state* = current state of system.
;; *state-costs* = cost to change one of the

state variables.
;; *test-needs* = state each test must be in
;; *text-screens* = file location of test info.
;; *test-vars* = possible test results
))99/1///,99//))))/5/9,,,,,,,5/3/)))///),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,))///779/7,7)7,

(defvar *cost*)
(setf *cost* 15)
(defvar *tests*)
(setf *tests* '(metalized -wafer shorted-probe-card sdut-load-board

sdut-replace-load-board rock-test-head))
(defvar *observables*)
(defvar *observables-time*)
(setf *observables* '(metalized-wafer shorted-probe-card sdut-load-board

sdut-replace-load-board rock-test-head lb-inspect thin-pb-inspect
thick-pb-inspect pc-inspect cb-inspect wafer-inspect))

(defvar *queries*)
(setf *queries* '(lb thin-pb thick-pb wafer pc cb pe th-screw carbide-pad
shorted-pc sdut))
(defvar *repairs-time*)
(setf *repairs* '(lb- repair thin-pb-repair thick-pb-repair wafer-repair
pc-repair cb-repair pe-repair th-screw-repair carbide-pad-repair
shorted-pc-repair sdut-repair))
(defvar *bin*)
(defvar *bin-time*)
(setf *bin* '(lb -bin thin-pb-bin thick-pb-bin wafer-bin pc-bin

cb-bin pe-bin th-screw-bin carbide-pad-bin shorted-pc-bin sdut-bin))
(defvar *repair-list*)
(setf *repair-list* 'alb-repair (none clean fix replace))

(thin-pb-repair (none clean replace))
(thick-pb-repair (none clean replace))
(wafer-repair (none clean fix replace))
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(pc-repair (none clean fix replace clean-tips))
(cb-repair (none clean fix replace))
(pe-repair (none replace))
(th-screw-repair (none replace))
(carbide-pad-repair (none replace))
(shorted-pc-repair (none replace))
(sdut-repair (none replace))))

(defvar *state*)
(setf *state*

'((test-head c) (short-wafer n) (short-pc n) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb y) (probe-card y)))

(defvar *state-costs*)
(setf *state-costs*

'((test-head 4) (short-wafer 2) (short-pc 1) (sdut-board 2) (load-board 2)
(thin-pb 2) (thick-pb 2) (probe-card 1)))

(defvar *int-state-costs*)
(setf *int-state-costs*

'((short-pc (test-head o))))

(defvar *test-needs*)
(setf *test-needs*

'((metalized-wafer
(short-wafer y) (short-pc n) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb y) (probe-card y) (test-head c))

(shorted-probe-card
(short-wafer -) (short-pc y) (sdut-board n)
(load-board y) (thin-pb y) (thick-pb y) (probe-card n) (test-head c))

(sdut-load-board
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board y) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(sdut-replace-load-board
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board y) (load-board n)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))
(rock-test-head
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb y) (probe-card -)(test-head c))

(lb-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(wafer-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head -))
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(thin-pb-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb n) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(thick-pb-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb n) (probe-card y)(test-head o))

(pc-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb n) (probe-card n)(test-head o))

(cb-inspect
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb n) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(lbclean
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(cbclean
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb n) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(thin-pbclean
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(thick-pbclean
(short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb y) (probe-card -)(test-head o))

(pcclean
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb n) (probe-card y))

(lbreplace
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(cbreplace
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb n) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(thin-pbreplace
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(thick-pbreplace
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb y) (probe-card -))

(pereplace
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb n) (probe-card y))

(lbfix
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(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board y)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(cbfix
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb n) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(thin-pbfix
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board n) (load-board n)
(thin-pb y) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

(thick-pb fix
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb y) (probe-card -))

(pcfix
(test-head o) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb n) (probe-card y))

(carbide-padreplace
(test-head -) (short-wafer -) (short-pc -) (sdut-board -) (load-board -)
(thin-pb -) (thick-pb -) (probe-card -))

))
(defvar *text-screens* nil)
(setf *text-screens* '(

(sdut-load-board " mitteld/text/sdut-load-board")
(sdut-replace-load-board " mitteld/text/sdut-replace-load-board")
(shorted-probe-card " mitteld/text/shorted-probe-card")
(metalized-wafer " mitteld/text/metalized-wafer")
(rock-test-head " mitteld/text/rock-test-head")
(lb-inspect " mitteld/text/lb-inspect")
(wafer-inspect " mitteld/text/wafer-inspect")
(thick-pb-inspect " mitteld/text/thick-pb-inspect")
(thin-pb-inspect " mitteld/text/thin-pb-inspect")
(cb-inspect " mitteld/text/cb-inspect")
(pc-inspect " mitteld/text/pc-inspect")
))

(defvar *test-vars* nil)
(setf *test-vacs* '(

(metalized-wafer '((pass "pass") (fail "fail")))
(sdut-replace-load-board '((pass "pass") (fail "fain))
(sdut-load-board '((pass "pass") (fail "fail")))
(shorted-probe-card '((pass "pass") (fail "fail")))
(rock-test-head '((affect "affect") (no-affect "no-affect")))
(lb-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty") (install "install")))
(thin-pb-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty")))
(thick-pb-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty")))
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(pc-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty") (install "install")))
(cb-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty") (install "install")))
(wafer-inspect '((ok "ok") (dirty "dirty") (install "install")))
))

TCS Test Code (LISP code)

(defun believe ()
(let ((control-case 'nil)(resl '0) (res2 '0) (countl '0) (count2 '0))

(test)
(setf control-case (queries-p))
(print control-case)
(dotimes (count' 4 resl)

(dotimes (count2 5 res2)
(teak (+ 25 (* countl 25)) (+ 2 (* count2 2)) control-case)))

(teak 25 10 control-case)
))

(defun teak (mc tc control-case)
(let ((res (teak2 mc tc control-case '(0 0))))
(format t " %[mc( a) tc( a)] diff: 4,3f time: a"

mc tc (/ (first res) 20) (/ (second res) 20))))

( defun teak2 (mc tc control-case res)
(dotimes (number 20 res)
(test)
(let ((temp (test2 mc tc control-case)))
(setf res (list (+ (first res) (first temp))

(+ (second res) (second temp)))))))

(defun test 0
(make-time-0)
(setf *time-inc* 0)
(add-inc)
(observe '((metali7ed-wafer 0) fail))
(add-inc)
(init-add-time-inc 1)
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(defun test2 (mc tc control-case)
(let ((diff 'nil)(temp 'nil)(start (get-internal-run-time)) (run-time '0))

(setf temp (queries mc tc))
(setf run-time (- (get-internal-run-time) start))
(setf diff (/ (difference (second temp) (second control-case))

(length (second temp))))
(setf temp (list diff run-time))))

(defun queries (mc tc)
(let ((result 'nil))

(dolist (obs *observables-time* result)
(let ((temp (tcs-p (list obs) :mass-cutoff mc :time-cutoff tc)))

(setf result (list (cons (sel temp) (first result))
(cons (aref (spi::n-array temp) 0) (second result))))))))

( defun queries-p 0
(let ((result 'nil))

(dolist (obs *observables-time* result)
(let ((temp (p (list obs))))

(setf result (list (cons (sel temp) (first result))
(cons (aref (spi::n-array temp) 0) (second result))))))))

(defun difference (test control)
(cond

((null test) '0)
(t (+ (abs (/ (- (first control) (first test)) (first control)))

(difference (rest test) (rest control))))))

Sample Sessions

USER(3): (best)

(METALIZED-WAFER 0) entropy (-13.669) state-cost (2.000) total (-11.67)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 0) entropy (-13.844) state-cost (4.000) total (-9.84)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-13.534) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.53)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-12.872) state-cost (5.000) total
( -7.87)

(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 0) entropy (-6.502) state-cost (.000) total (-6.50)
(LB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.81)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.911) state-cost (5.000) total ( 1.09)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.911) state-cost (3.000) total (-0.91)
(PC-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.731) state-cost (4.000) total ( 0.27)
(CB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.19)



(WAFER-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (.000) total (-4.81)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/metalized-wafer.

Dock test head
Replace wafer with metalized wafer
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-2

((METALIZED-WAFER 0) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-1

(METALIZED-WAFER 1) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 1) entropy (-10.151) state-cost (4.000) total (-6.15)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.573) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.57)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.844) state-cost (5.000) total
(-8.84)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) entropy (-8.947) state-cost (.000) total (-8.95)
(LB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (3.000) total (-2.85)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.09)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.91)
(PC-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.025) state-cost (4.000) total (-0.03)
(CB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (5.000) total (-0.85)
(WAFER-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (.000) total (-5.85)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-load-board.

Undock test head
Attach dut board to load board
Run contact resistance

Please enter
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(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
2

((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1

Warning: 5157680 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 2) entropy (-0.873) state-cost (5.000) total ( 4.13)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-10.126) state-cost (2.000) total
(-8.13)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 2) entropy (-4.026) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.03)
(LB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-8.742) state-cost (4.000) total (-4.74)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-7.776) state-cost (6.000) total (-1.78)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-2.232) state-cost (2.000) total (-0.23)
(PC-INSPECT 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(CB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-8.742) state-cost (6.000) total (-2.74)
(WAFER-INSPECT 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-replace-load-board.

Undock test head
Remove load board
Attach dut board to thin pogo blocks
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL

1
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((SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 2) PASS)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-3
; Loading /nfs /tesla /u2 /mitteld /spi /RLBCLEAN.

Clean load board.

(METALIZED-WAFER 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (1.000) total ( 1.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (2.000) total ( 2.00)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-2.955) state-cost (4.000) total (
1.04)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 3) entropy (-4.642) state-cost (1.000) total (-3.64)
(LB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-21.060) state-cost (2.000) total (-19.06)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.384) state-cost (4.000) total ( 3.62)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.928) state-cost (2.000) total ( 1.07)
(PC-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(CB-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (4.000) total ( 4.00)
(WAFER-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/lb-inspect.

Undock test head
Is load board installed properly?
Check load board for dirt, debris, oils.

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-1

((LB-INSPECT 3) OK)
Warning: 5149992 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.
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(PC-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.731) state-cost (4.000) total ( 0.27)
(CB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.19)
(WAFER-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (.000) total (-4.81)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/metalized-wafer.

Dock test head
Replace wafer with metalized wafer
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
2

((METALIZED-WAFER 0) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1

(METALIZED-WAFER 1) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 1) entropy (-10.314) state-cost (4.000) total (-6.31)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.601) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.60)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.829) state-cost (5.000) total
(-8.83)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) entropy (-8.726) state-cost (.000) total (-8.73)
(LB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (3.000) total (-2.85)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.09)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.91)
(PC-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.245) state-cost (4.000) total (-0.24)
(CB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (5.000) total (-0.85)
(WAFER-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (.000) total (-5.85)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-load-board.

Undock test head
Attach dut board to load board
Run contact resistance



Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-1

((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) PASS)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail.
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-3

Warning: 5083368 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 2) entropy (-13.643) state-cost (5.000) total (-8.64)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-3.284) state-cost (.000) total (-3.28)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-2.654) state-cost (2.000) total
(-0.65)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 2) entropy (-11.707) state-cost (3.000) total (-8.71)
(LB-INSPECT 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (4.000) total ( 4.00)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (6.000) total ( 6.00)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-8.123) state-cost (2.000) total (-6.12)
(PC-INSPECT 2) entropy (-7.148) state-cost (3.000) total (-4.15)
(CB-INSPECT 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (6.000) total ( 6.00)
(WAFER-INSPECT 2) entropy (-9.425) state-cost (.000) total (-9.43)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
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((WAFER-INSPECT 2) OK)
(METALIZED-WAFER 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (5.000) total ( 5.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-3.970) state-cost (.000) total (-3.97)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-3.752) state-cost (2.000) total
(-1.75)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 3) entropy (-13.520) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.52)
(LB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.536) state-cost (4.000) total ( 3.46)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.544) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.46)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (2.000) total ( 2.00)
(PC-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(CB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.536) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.46)
(WAFER-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.536) state-cost (.000) total (-0.54)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/rock-test-head.

Dock test head
Run contact resistance.
Rock test head.
Run contact resistance.
Was contact resistance affected by rocking?

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)AFFECT
(2) NO-AFFECT
-1

((ROCK-TEST-HEAD 3) AFFECT)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-2
; Loading /nfs /tesla /u2 /mitteld /spi /RTH- SCREWREPLACE.

Replace test head screw.
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(METAL1ZED-WAFER 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (13.000) total (13.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (11.000) total (11.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy (-5.145) state-cost (7.000) total ( 1.86)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy (-4.764) state-cost (7.000) total (
2.24)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (9.000) total ( 9.00)
(LB-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (7.000) total ( 7.00)
(THIN -PB- INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.830) state-cost (7.000) total ( 6.17)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-1.225) state-cost (4.000) total ( 2.78)
(PC-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (4.000) total ( 4.00)
(CB-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (7.000) total ( 7.00)
(WAFER-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-1

((WAFER-INSPECT 4) OK)
Warning: 5089440 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 5) entropy (-3.730) state-cost (13.000) total ( 9.27)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 5) entropy (-10.806) state-cost (11.000) total ( 0.19)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 5) entropy (-6.247) state-cost (7.000) total ( 0.75)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 5) entropy (-5.849) state-cost (7.000) total (
1.15)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 5) entropy (-2.682) state-cost (9.000) total ( 6.32)
(LB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.516) state-cost (7.000) total ( 6.48)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-1.187) state-cost (7.000) total ( 5.81)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-1.537) state-cost (4.000) total ( 2.46)
(PC-INSPECT 5) entropy (-1.013) state-cost (4.000) total ( 2.99)
(CB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.516) state-cost (7.000) total ( 6.48)
(WAFER-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.516) state-cost (.000) total (-0.52)
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; Loading /users/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.

[lc] USER(5): (best)

(METALIZED-WAFER 0) entropy (-13.669) state-cost (2.000) total (-11.67)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 0) entropy (-13.844) state-cost (4.000) total (-9.84)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-13.534) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.53)
(SDUT REPLACE LOAD -BOARD 0) entropy (-12.872) state-cost (5.000) total
(-7.87)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 0) entropy (-6.502) state-cost (.000) total (-6.50)
(LB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.81)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.911) state-cost (5.000) total ( 1.09)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.911) state-cost (3.000) total (-0.91)
(PC-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.731) state-cost (4.000) total ( 0.27)
(CB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.19)
(WAFER-INSPECT 0) entropy (-4.805) state-cost (.000) total (-4.81)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/metalized-wafer.

Dock test head
Replace wafer with metalizecl wafer
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
2

((METALIZED-WAFER 0) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1
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(METALIZED-WAFER 1) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 1) entropy (-10.151) state-cost (4.000) total (-6.15)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.573) state-cost (3.000) total (-10.57)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-13.844) state-cost (5.000) total
( -8.84)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) entropy (-8.947) state-cost (.000) total (-8.95)
(LB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (3.000) total (-2.85)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (5.000) total ( 0.09)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.911) state-cost (3.000) total (-1.91)
(PC-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.025) state-cost (4.000) total (-0.03)
(CB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (5.000) total (-0.85)
(WAFER-INSPECT 1) entropy (-5.847) state-cost (.000) total (-5.85)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-load-board.

Undock test head
Attach dut board to load board
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-q

((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) "q")
NIL
[lc] USER(6): :ld b
; Loading /nfs/tesla/u2/mitteld/spi/b.
; Loading /users/mitteld/thesis/multi.
; Loading /users/mitteld/thesis/multi2.
[1c] USER(7) : (best)
Warning: 5072920 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 0) entropy (-10.252) state-cost (2.000) total (-8.25)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 0) entropy (-10.383) state-cost (10.000) total (-0.38)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-10.150) state-cost (6.000) total (-4.15)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-9.654) state-cost (8.000) total
(-1.65)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 0) entropy (-4.876) state-cost (.000) total (-4.88)
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(LB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (6.000) total ( 2.40)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.933) state-cost (8.000) total ( 5.07)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.933) state-cost (6.000) total ( 3.07)
(PC-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.798) state-cost (7.000) total ( 4.20)
(CB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (8.000) total ( 4.40)
(WAFER-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (.000) total (-3.60)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/metalized-wafer.

Dock test head
Replace wafer with metalized wafer
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-2

((METALIZED-WAFER 0) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-1

(METALIZED-WAFER 1) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 1) entropy (-7.613) state-cost (10.000) total ( 2.39)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-10.180) state-cost (6.000) total (-4.18)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-10.383) state-cost (8.000) total
(-2.38)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) entropy (-6.710) state-cost (.000) total (-6.71)
(LB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.61)
(THIN -PB- INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.683) state-cost (8.000) total ( 4.32)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.683) state-cost (6.000) total ( 2.32)
(PC-INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.019) state-cost (7.000) total ( 3.98)
(CB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.61)
(WAFER-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (.000) total (-4.39)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/rock-test-head.
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Dock test head
Run contact resistance.
Rock test head.
Run contact resistance.
Was contact resistance affected by rocking?

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)AFFECT
(2) NO-AFFECT
2

((ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) NO-AFFECT)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1

(METALIZED-WAFER 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
Warning: 5108368 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 2) entropy (-8.503) state-cost (10.000) total ( 1.50)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-9.784) state-cost (6.000) total (-3.78)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-10.376) state-cost (8.000) total
(-2.38)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 2) entropy (-0.416) state-cost (.000) total (-0.42)
(LB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (6.000) total ( 0.91)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-4.084) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.92)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-4.084) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.92)
(PC-INSPECT 2) entropy (-2.376) state-cost (7.000) total ( 4.62)
(CB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (8.000) total ( 2.91)
(WAFER-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (.000) total (-5.09)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.
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Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-1

((WAFER-INSPECT 2) OK)
(METALIZED-WAFER 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 3) entropy (-7.126) state-cost (10.000) total ( 2.87)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-9.344) state-cost (6.000) total (-3.34)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-10.281) state-cost (8.000) total
(-2.28)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 3) entropy (-0.296) state-cost (.000) total (-0.30)
(LB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-5.275) state-cost (6.000) total ( 0.73)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-4.218) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.78)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-4.218) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.78)
(PC-INSPECT 3) entropy (-4.100) state-cost (7.000) total ( 2.90)
(CB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-5.275) state-cost (8.000) total ( 2.73)
(WAFER-INSPECT 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-load-board.

Undock test head
Attach dut board to load board
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-2

((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-1

Warning: 5098472 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
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See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (6.000) total ( 6.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (8.000) total ( 8.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy (-7.383) state-cost (2.000) total
(-5.38)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 4) entropy (-1.120) state-cost (6.000) total ( 4.88)
(LB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.181) state-cost (4.000) total ( 3.82)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.522) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.48)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.522) state-cost (2.000) total ( 1.48)
(PC-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.182) state-cost (3.000) total ( 2.82)
(CB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.182) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.82)
(WAFER-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.182) state-cost (.000) total (-0.18)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-replace-load-board.

Undock test head
Remove load board
Attach dut board to thin pogo blocks
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-1

((SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 4) PASS)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-3
; Loading infs/tesla/u2/mitteld/spi/RLBREPLACE.

Replace load board.

(METALIZED-WAFER 5) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (10.000) total (10.00)
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(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 5) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (10.000) total (10.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 5) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 5) entropy (-2.301) state-cost (2.000) total
(-0.30)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 5) entropy (-1.286) state-cost (8.000) total ( 6.71)
(LB-INSPECT 5) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (4.000) total ( 4.00)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.354) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.65)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.633) state-cost (2.000) total ( 1.37)
(PC-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.453) state-cost (3.000) total ( 2.55)
(CB-INSPECT 5) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (6.000) total ( 6.00)
(WAFER-INSPECT 5) entropy (-0.453) state-cost (.000) total (-0.45)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-inc

a(METALIZED-WAFER 6) "(0.16 0.84)") ((SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 6) "(0.24
0.76)")
((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 6) "(0.10 0.90)")
((SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 6) "(0.07 0.93)")
((ROCK-TEST-HEAD 6) "(0.03 0.97)") ((LB-INSPECT 6) "(0.98 0.01 0.01)")
((THIN-PB-INSPECT 6) "(0.99 0.01)") ((THICK-PB-INSPECT 6) "(0.99 0.01)")
((PC-INSPECT 6) "(0.99 0.01 0.00)") ((CB-INSPECT 6) "(1.00 0.00 0.00)")
((WAFER-INSPECT 6) "(0.99 0.01 0.00)"))

(((LB 6) "(0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01)") ((THIN-PB 6) "(0.98 0.01 0.00)")
((THICK-PB 6) "(0.98 0.02 0.01)") ((WAFER 6) "(0.99 0.01 0.00 0.01)")
((PC 6) "(0.99 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00)") ((CB 6) "(0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00)")
((PE 6) "(0.98 0.02)") ((TH-SCREW 6) "(0.97 0.03)")
((CARBIDE-PAD 6) "(1.00 0.00)") ((SHORTED-PC 6) "(0.85 0.15)")
((SDUT 6) "(0.98 0.02)"))
Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
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(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-q

((WAFER-INSPECT 5) "q")
NIL

[2] USER(10): (best)

(METALIZED-WAFER 0) entropy (-10.252) state-cost (2.000) total (-8.25)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 0) entropy (-10.383) state-cost (10.000) total (-0.38)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-10.150) state-cost (6.000) total (-4.15)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 0) entropy (-9.654) state-cost (8.000) total
(-1 .65)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 0) entropy (-4.876) state-cost (.000) total (-4.88)
(LB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (6.000) total ( 2.40)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.933) state-cost (8.000) total ( 5.07)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.933) state-cost (6.000) total ( 3.07)
(PC-INSPECT 0) entropy (-2.798) state-cost (7.000) total ( 4.20)
(CB-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (8.000) total ( 4.40)
(WAFER-INSPECT 0) entropy (-3.604) state-cost (.000) total (-3.60)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/metalind-wafer.

Dock test head
Replace wafer with metalized wafer
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-2

((METALIZED-WAFER 0) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail
-1

Warning: 5097008 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
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See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 1) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 1) entropy (-7.613) state-cost (10.000) total ( 2 . 39)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-10.180) state-cost (6.000) total (-4.18)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 1) entropy (-10.383) state-cost (8.000) total
(-2.38)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) entropy (-6.710) state-cost (.000) total (-6.71)
(LB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.61)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.683) state-cost (8.000) total ( 4.32)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.683) state-cost (6.000) total ( 2.32)
(PC-INSPECT 1) entropy (-3.019) state-cost (7.000) total ( 3.98)
(CB-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.61)
(WAFER-INSPECT 1) entropy (-4.386) state-cost (.000) total (-4.39)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/rock-test-head.

Dock test head
Run contact resistance.
Rock test head.
Run contact resistance.
Was contact resistance affected by rocking?

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)AFFECT
(2) NO-AFFECT
2

((ROCK-TEST-HEAD 1) NO-AFFECT)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1

(METALIZED-WAFER 2) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 2) entropy (-8.503) state-cost (10.000) total ( 1.50)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-10.118) state-cost (6.000) total (-4.12)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 2) entropy (-10.329) state-cost (8.000) total
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(-2.33)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 2) entropy (-0.416) state-cost (.000) total (-0.42)
(LB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (6.000) total ( 0.91)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-4.084) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.92)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-4.224) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.78)
(PC-INSPECT 2) entropy (-2.376) state-cost (7.000) total ( 4.62)
(CB-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (8.000) total ( 2.91)
(WAFER-INSPECT 2) entropy (-5.090) state-cost (.000) total (-5.09)
; Loading lusers/mitteld/text/wafer-inspect.

Is wafer installed properly?
Check wafer for dirt, debris, oils.

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1) OK
(2) DIRTY
(3) INSTALL
-1

((WAFER-INSPECT 2) OK)
Warning: 5055288 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(METALIZED-WAFER 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 3) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (10.000) total (10.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-7.764) state-cost (6.000) total (-1.76)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 3) entropy (-9.542) state-cost (8.000) total
(-1.54)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 3) entropy (-0.840) state-cost (.000) total (-0.84)
(LB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-4.533) state-cost (6.000) total ( 1.47)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-6.509) state-cost (8.000) total ( 1.49)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-6.509) state-cost (6.000) total (-0.51)
(PC-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.227) state-cost (7.000) total ( 6.77)
(CB-INSPECT 3) entropy (-4.533) state-cost (8.000) total ( 3.47)
(WAFER-INSPECT 3) entropy (-0.227) state-cost (.000) total (-0.23)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-load-board.

Undock test head



Attach dut board to load board
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
2

((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 3) FAIL)
Please enter

(1) Same Fail
(2) Different Fail
(3) No Fail

1

(METALIZED-WAFER 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (6.000) total ( 6.00)
(SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (8.000) total ( 8.00)
(SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
(SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 4) entropy (-6.409) state-cost (2.000) total
(-4.41)
(ROCK-TEST-HEAD 4) entropy (-0.613) state-cost (6.000) total ( 5.39)
(LB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-5.178) state-cost (4.000) total (-1.18)
(THIN-PB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-7.500) state-cost (6.000) total (-1.50)
(THICK-PB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-0.738) state-cost (2.000) total ( 1.26)
(PC-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (3.000) total ( 3.00)
(CB-INSPECT 4) entropy (-5.178) state-cost (6.000) total ( 0.82)
(WAFER-INSPECT 4) entropy ( 0.000) state-cost (.000) total ( 0.00)
; Loading /users/mitteld/text/sdut-replace-load-board.

Undock test head
Remove load board
Attach dut board to thin pogo blocks
Run contact resistance

Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
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-inc
Warning: 5049720 bytes have been tenured, next gc will be global.
See the documentation for variable *GLOBAL-GC-BEHAVIOR* for more
information.

(((METALIZED-WAFER 5) "(1.00 0.00)") ((SHORTED-PROBE-CARD 5) "(1.00
0.00)")
((SDUT-LOAD-BOARD 5) "(1.00 0.00)")
((SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 5) "(0.85 0.15)")
((ROCK-TEST-HEAD 5) "(0.02 0.98)") ((LB-INSPECT 5) "(0.89 0.11 0.00)")
((THIN-PB-INSPECT 5) "(0.80 0.20)") ((THICK -PB- INSPECT 5) "(0.99 0.01)")
((PC-INSPECT 5) "(1.00 0.00 0.00)") ((CB-INSPECT 5) "(0.89 0.11 0.00)")
((WAFER-INSPECT 5) "(1.00 0.00 0.00)"))

(((LB 5) "(0.84 0.16 0.00 0.00)") ((THIN-PB 5) "(0.71 0.29 0.00)")
((THICK-PB 5) "(0.98 0.02 0.00)") ((WAFER 5) "(0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00)")
((PC 5) "(1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00)") ((CB 5) "(0.84 0.16 0.00 0.00)")
((PE 5) "(0.58 0.42)") ((TH-SCREW 5) "(0.98 0.02)")
((CARBIDE-PAD 5) "(1.00 0.00)") ((SHORTED-PC 5) "(0.86 0.14)")
((SDUT 5) "(0.97 0.03)"))
Please enter

(Q)uit
(1)PASS
(2) FAIL
-q

((SDUT-REPLACE-LOAD-BOARD 4) "q")
NIL




